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ABSTRACT 

A partlal ly ionized gas is created by reflection of a shock wave with 

incident Mach numbers in the range 7 to 10 and an initia! pressure of 

5 Torr against the cold end wal I of a shock tube. Heat exchange between 

the plasma and this cold wal I induces several relaxation processes in 

the thermal boundary layer. Of these, relaxation of il the electron and 

heavy particles temperature and of i i} the degree of ionization towards 

a local thermadynamieequilibrium state are considered. Radlation 

processes are neglected. A one-dimensional macroscopie description is 

constructed tor the unsteady boundary layer. This results in a set of 

three non-I inear differentlal equations of parabol ie type in Lagrangian 

coordinates. lf only transport processes are retained, these equations 

are satisfied by similarity solutions. For this reason a similarity 

transformation is performed. At this macroscopie level of description 

the electric sheath is treated as a boundary condition. 

In the model the transport and relaxation processes are treated 

simultaneously. A classification on basis of the relaxation phenomena 

is performed, i.e., simp! lfied sets of equations are obtained in a 

systematic way tromthetrozen or equilibrium I imits of the relaxation 

processes. 

A finite ditterenee numerical salution tor the different models is 

obtained. Because the boundary conditions are of mixed type and the 

relaxation processes show aspects of stiffness, the appl ication of a 

backward impl icit discretization scheme is necessary. Since the equations 

are solved in sequence instead of simultaneously, stiffness also requires 

a Newton I inearization of the souree terms. The large gradients, typical 

of boundary layers, are coped with by a coordinate stretching. 

The numerical results indicate a transition trom near frozen solutions 

close to the wal I to near equilibrium solutions in the outer part of the 

boundary layer. 

As a diagnostic tooi a two wavelength version of the laser schl leren 

method is used. The measurements provide the time histories of both the 

electron and atom number density gradients. The appropriateness of this 

measuring technique tor the investigation of inhamogeneaus partlal ly 
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ionized gases is extensively discussed, Rel iable results are obtained 

for the gradient of the electron density in the outer part of the 

boundary layer only. These are in reasonable with the theoretica! 

conclusions. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a constant 

A constant 

Ar argon 

distance of ciosest approach of two thermal electrans 

B magnetic induction 

c pecul iar velocity 

c
0 

speed of I ight in vacuum 

C constant 

0 ditfusion coefficient 

-e electron charge 

ê speeltic translational energy 

E electric field strength 

souree term for elastic energy transfer 

equilibrium 

f tocal length 

(distribution) tunetion 

F force 

tunetion 

trozen 

g relative speed 

h speeltic enthalpy 

Planck's constant 

mesh interval in space 

h0 Debye length 

integer 

complex unit 
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ionization potential 

intensity 

J current density 

k8 Boltzmann's constant 

k wave number 

mesh interval in time 

K rate coefficient 

~ mean tree path 

l characteristic macroscopie length 

width of the shock tube 

La lewis number 

m mass 

m
5
t reduced mass for species s and t 

M mass souree term 

n 

N 

0( ): 

p 

Mach number 

number dens i ty 

phase refractive index 

order of magnitude 

hydrastatic pressure 

the combination IN". 

~ pressure tensor 

E souree term for momenturn 

P molecular polarizabi I ity 

Pr Prandtl number 

q heat flux density 

general ized relaxation 

complex radius of laserbeam 

Q effective hard sphere cross-section 
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r position vector 

r~ mean range of interpartiele potentlal 

R dimensionless number 

R relative schl ieren-signa! varlation 

s are length 

S total amount of I 

coefflcient in inelastic cross-section 

general lzed souree term 

t time Catter shock reflection) 

T kinetJe temperature 

u mean mass velocity 

general ized dependent variabie 

displacement of axis of laserbeam trom undisturbed position 

v slmllarity coordlnate (/z) 

w 

x 

y 

argument of error tunetion (/2.u/w) 

velocity of 

thermal 

iele in Iabaratory system 

thermal relative speed for species s and t 

(amblpolar) mass ditfusion velocity 

walst magnitude of laserbeam 

space coordinate indicatlng dlstance trom end wal I 

space coordinate perpendicular to x and z 

z space coordinate along whlch the undisturbed laserbeam propagates 

similarity coordinate 

Z partition tunetion 

a degree of ionization 

B attenuation constant 

y dimensionless sheath potentlal 
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ö difference operator 

6 ditterenee 61 ionization potentlal lowering 

e permitivity 

azimuthal angle 

dimensionless parameter 

À heat conductivity coefficient 

wavelength 

A ratio h0 /b
0 e e 

~ viscosity coefficient 

permeabil ity 

~ö ditterenee operator 

v frequency 

divergence of Iaserbaarn 

p density of mixture 

cr d.c. electrical conductivity 

microscopie col I is ion cross-seet ion 

~ stress tensor 

t characteristic relaxation time 

dimensionless time in Lagrange coordinates 

mean free time 

~ deflection angle 

w electric potentlal 

X polar angle 

deviation from equilibrium 

~ dimensionless Lagrange coordinate 

~ col I ision invariant 

w frequency 

radius of Gaussian beam 
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a 

am 

a.w.: 

B 

c 

D 

e 

el 

exc 

( E) 

H 

SUB AND SUPERSCRIPTS 

a torn 

ambipolar 

acoustic wave 

Boltzmann; Bohm 

conduction 

Debye; detection 

electron 

el ast ie 

excitation 

elastic energy exchange 

heavy iele; hydrodynamica! 

ion 

in inelastic 

ion ionization 

ion i zation 

k kinetic 

Kn Knudsen 

L Iabaratory frame of reference; position of exit window 

m mixture; mass; position of entrance window 

M Maxwell 

(M) mass exchange 

n number of iteration cycles 

o vacuum 

p plasma 

(P) momenturn exchange 
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R recomb i nat i on 

s species; sheath 

s Sa ha 

Sp Spitzer 

t species 

tr trans I at i on a I 

T thermal 

z differentlation with respect to z 

\) col I is ion frequency 

1,2,3,4,5 : regions in shock tube \~hen in eperation 

~ characteristlc value; excited state 

reference va I ue 

dimensional value; after col I ision; differentlation with 
respect to x 

+ singly ionized; direction 

öf 
TI 
D 
Dt 
d 
dt 

B.C. 

B.G.K. 

B.L. 

C.E. 

C.N. 

d.c. 

E. 

eq. 
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direction 

co I I is i ona I 

total time difference in three dimensions 

total time ditterenee operator in one dlmension 

ABBREVIATIONS 

boundary condition 

8hatnager, Gross and Krook 

boundary I ayer 

Chapman, Enskog 

Crank, N ico lson 

direct current 

elastic energy transfer 

equilibrium; equation 



e.m. electro-magnetic 

tr. frozen 

F.D. finite ditterenee 

l.C. initia! condition 

I.R. intra red 

I. h.s. left hand side 

M. inslastic mass transfer 

N.E. non-equ i I i br i um 

N.L. non-I inear 

O.O.E. ordinary differential equation 

p.o. partial differential 

p,o.E. partlal differential equation 

P· p.m. parts per mi 11 ior 

re. relaxation 

Re. rea I part of 

r.h.s. right hand side 

CONVENT I ONS 

1. Giorgi units are used throughout with two exceptions: 

pressures wel I below atmospheric are given in units of Torr and 

atomie physics energies in electron volts. 

Torr 1.333 102 Nm-2 or Pa 

eV 1.602.10-19 J 

2. The equations, when used outside the chapter in which they are 

introduced, are numbered by a Roman numeral referring to the chapter 

fol lowed by Arabic section and sequence numbers. Sections, figures 

and tables are indicated sequentia! ly within each chapter. The chapter 

number is affixed as an Arabic number 

References are cited by the author's name and the year of pub I ication, 

and may be found in full in the list of references. 

3. The order of magnitude symbol 0( ) has been used in its mathematica! 

asymptotic sense as wel I as with the meaning of be·ing approximately 

the same. 15 



I NTRODUCT I ON 

There is a considerable number of situations in which the process of 

heat exchange between a plasmaand asolid wal I is of importance. Examples 

are: magneto hydrodynamic devices, Langmuir probes, high speed tl ight 

through planetary atmospheres, gas and are discharges and gas dynamic 

high enthalpy test faci I ities. In most of these engineering appl ications 

the plasma is partlal ly ionized. Basic physical phenomena are associated 

with these plasma-wal I i nteractions, such as: co! I isional transportand 

relaxation, radlation heat transfer, absorption and emission processes, 

nn''-'"'Jn>•rnic flow and induced e.m. fields. lt is of principal interest to 

explore to what extent the processes mentioned can be treated separately 

and when strong coup! ing effects may be expected. 
A very convenient situation in which these phenomena can be 

investigated is the one dimensional unsteady case since then: 

- convective effectscan be handled much more easi ly than in a two dimen-

sional situation. 

- viscosity effects may be neglected. 

- the transient character may avoid severe heating of the wal I. 

-a traetabie situation tor experimental investigations is obtained. 

The most elementary non-stationary case is the thermal Rayleigh problem 

tor a plasma. This is a variant of the wel I known viscous Raylei problem. 

In the ~tter case a uniform viseaus medium is bounded by an infinite flat 

plate which is suddenly set into motion. The subsequent development of a 

one dimensional unsteady viseaus boundary layer is then studied. See tor 

example Howarth (1951). In the related thermal problem, a hot uniform gas 

of semi-infinite extent is suddenly brought into contact with a flat and 

cold wal J. The gas is taken to be partlal ly ionized and manatoMie so that 

vibration and rotation effectscan be neglected. From the moment the 

plasma is in contact with the wal I, an evaJution of the situation in time 

is brought about by the processof energy transfer trom gas to wal I. Thus, 

large gradients in the state variables close to the wal! wi I I appear as 

a result of strong cool ing. The accompanying tast rate of change of the 

plasma parameters in its turn may generate interesting non-equi I ibrium 

(N.E.l phenomena: 

1. Due to the different heat conductivities of- and the inefticient 
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energy exchange between- the heavy and li species, their 

i les in the gas wil I be different (TH f ): temperature N.E. 

Elastic col lisions between electrans and heavy particles wi I I try to 

restare a local thermal equilibrium state. Th is process is cal led 

at ure re I axat i on. 

2. Since inelastic processes take place at a finite rate in the 

plasma, a discrepancy between the Saha and actual composition of the 

mixture is teasible (~ f ~5 ): cornposition N.E. 

3. Even the internat of treedom of the particles may be 

affected: an over or under population of the excited energy levels with 

toa Boltzmann distribution is possible: population N.E. 

4. Concentration gradients and the difference between the heavy 

particles and electron temperafure profiles wi I I generate another 

transport phenomenon in the gas, namely diffusion. Transport processes 

belang to the class of translation N.E. The vast difference in ditfusion 

properties of electrans and ions gives rise to an induced electric field 

that on lts turn couples their macroscopie motion. 

5. Due to the compressibi lity of the medium, the cold wal! induces 

a velocity in the gas. 

6. Quasi charge neutral ity, which is a characteristic plasma property, 

is notval id near a recombining solid boundary as q consequence of the 

large ditterenee in therrnal of electrans and ions. The resulting 

non-neutral sheath layer wi I I prevent the lessenergetic electrans from 

contact with the wal I. 

So whereas heat transport processes try torestare an equilibrium situation 

in the gas-wal I system as a whole, Thereby bringing about N.E. situations 

in the gas , ai ffusion transport and thermal and cornposition relaxa

tion phenomena try to estabt ish local equi I ibrium in the plasma. lt wi 11 

be clear that when strong gradients exist coupling effects may be expected. 

As Kn6ös (1968) stated, little is known about the structure of high 

density ionized boundary layers. Most of the reported work is theoretica!. 

Bose (1972) too pointed out the lack of experimental and amenable theo

retica! information on plasma-wal! interactions in N.E. situations. 

lt is instructive to summarize what has been done in this field so far. 

Jukes {1956) was the first known to us who treated the combined 

viseaus and thermal Rayleigh problem tor a partially ionized gas with 

18 



a correct model for the boundary conditions at the wal I. The possibi I ity 

of composition N •• is taken into account through the ion continuity 

ion only. A moreseveredrawback of this paper, however, is the tact 

that the electron energy equation is not considered. 

and (1963) also treated the thermal Rayleigh problem in an 

ionized gas. They restricted themselves to temperature equi I ibrium with 

either frozen or equi I lbrium gas-phase reactions. These two limiting cases 

are easily accessible for numerical solution (see §3.6;§4.1). Their main 

concern was the determination df the energy flux at the wal I surface. 

This quantity was measured by means of an infra-red detector by Camac 

and Feinberg (1965). The equilibrium model showed the best agreement with 

the experimental results. lt has tob~ noted in this conneetion that the 
total heat flux is nota very direct quantity for discriminating between 

N .• models. Moreover, the restrictive modelsof and Kemp are not 

necessari ly I imiting in the sense of setting upper and lower bounds to the 

heat flux or other quantities (see § 6.1}. 

Camac and Kemp (1964) described a general temperature and composition 

N.E. model. However, the numerical solution they could obtain was restric

ted to a frozen composition and a temperature relaxation model in which 

the energy exchange process was artificially slowed down by a factor of 

about 200. Furthermore, their method of salution is confined toa local 

simi larity approach to thesetof partlal differentlal equations. So 

they only presented a very approximate solution tor one instant of time. 

in the evolution process. 

The combined thermal and viseaus Rayleigh·problem was dealt with by 

Knöös (1968). Hls treatment of the thermal part of the problem is identi
cal to the thermal and composition equilibrium analysis of Fay and Kemp, 

but insteadof the neat flux the boundary layer (B.L.) profiles are 

determined, iv1oreover, it is estimated to what extent composition N.E. is 

to be expected in a situation with temperature equi I ibrium and vice 

versa. This analysis can be considered to be a refined version of the ana

lysis of Jukes with the same p.lausible result: N.E. phenomena are to be 

expected in the early stages of devel and close to the wal I, The 

results of this equilibrium description were compared with the outcome 

of an experiment done in a viscous and thermal boundary layer. The ex

perimental technique used was based on a modification of the crossed-sl it 

schlieren method. However, these experiments were of exploratory nature 

19 



only, hence no precise conclusions could be drawn. 

Far more quantitative are the experimental results of Kuiper (1968). 

He obtained space resolved density prof i les in an ionized thermal boundary 

layer by means of a Mach Zehnder interferometer. Upon·comparison with the 

equi I ibrium theory of Knöös the experimental ly obtained electron number 

density prof i les were found to be significantly too high. Kuiper contri

buted this discrepancy to the non-adequacy of the assumptions underlying 

the theory used. 

Because of the high density, low temperature character of our plasma we 

fee! justified in joining the authors mentioned by neglecting radiation 

heat transfer and the rate of radiative transitions in comparison with 

the competing col! isional processes. (See a lso§ 2.3 and § 3.5). 

The objectives of the present investigation can be I isted as fol lows: 

- Construction of a general model that describes the thermal Rayleigh 

prob I em at a rnacroscap i c I eve I • ( Chapter I I I ) • Th is mode I does not 

pretend to conta in a I I the best a va i I ab Ie resu I ts to date for the 

separate phenomena, but it should be consistent in spite of the 

complexity of the problem. 

- Classification of the general model on basis of the N.E. phenomena of 

primary concern, i.e., temperature and composition N.E. The models 

used in the references mentioned easily fit in the scheme obtained in 

this way. (Chapter lil). 

- Understanding of the influences of the N.E. phenomena on the macros

copie behaviour of the system. To this end the mathematica! problems 

posed by the complete and restricted models have to be solved numeric

a I I y. In th is conneet i on a I so the numer i ca I work of Camac and Kemp 

(1964) isconsidered. (Chapter IVandVI). 

- Comparison of these numerical solutions with experimental results. 

(Chapter VI). The latter are obtained by means of a two wave lengths 

laser schl ieren method. This technique, as'introduced in Chapter V, 

is quantitative in nature and has a time resolving power. 

Argon has been chosen asthemanatomie testgas in the experiment, 

because its transport and reaction properties are reasonably wel I known. 

Moreover, it is relatively inexpensive; this is especial ly important when 

a high purity level is required. A further specification of the actual 

experimental situation, corresponding to an approximate thermal Rayleigh 

problem, is given in the next chapter. 

20 



I I. THERMAL RAYLEIGH PROBLEM 

§ 2.1. Reflection of an ionizing shock wave 

Shock tubes provide a relatively simple, inexpensive and rel iable 

means of producing short duration, high enthalpy states in gases. For 

a complete description of conventional shock tube eperation and tor the 

nomenclature common in this field, adopted also by us, the references 

Glass and Hall (1959), Gaydon and Hurle (1963) and Oertel (1966) are 

recommended. Basical ly it is a closed tube divided into a high and a 

low pressure sectien by a diaphragm (Fig.2.1l. Bursting of this membrane 

induces astrong non-I inear (N.L.) wave ion in the low pressure 

gas in front of the expanding high pressure gas. These waves combine into 

a step-I i ke pressure front, the so ca 11 ed shock wave. 

hrgh pressure sect. 
driving gas H2 

----X 

low pressure sectron 
testgas Ar 

t 

t 

Fig. 2.1 The shoak tube and sahematio spaoe-time diagram of shoak/wave/ 
propagation. 

21 



A shock wave that passes through the initia! ly quiescent gas of region 

(fig.2.1) transfarms this into a high temperature, high pressure state 

with a uniform velocity in the direction of shock propagation. Thls 

process is brought about by dissipative mechanisms in the so cal led 

shock structure on a length scale of theelastic atom-atom mean tree 

path. The steady, frozen state immediately behind the shock structure 

(region 2F, Fig.2.2) is related to the state of region by the consar

vation equations in integral torm (Rankine lot ump 

relations) together with the equations of state. lt the Mach number, M, 

is sufficiently high, the ing equilibrium steady state is one 

of non-neg! igible ionization. For the description of this region 2E, 

the Saha rel at ion had to be added. The transition trom 2F to 2E, i.e., 

the ionization relaxation phenomenon, has been considered by many 

authors. We mention here a tew of the cruelal references: 

Petschek and Byron (1957), Harweiland Jahn (1964) and Kelly (1966). 

Excluding impurity particles, the two latter studies show that the 

dominant initia! process is brought about by inelastic atom-atom col I i

slons. Therefore, compared with the shock structure this relaxation 

phenomenon wil I take place on a considerably Jonger, even macroscopie, 

timescale. When a sufficiently large number of electrans have been 

created the taster electron-atom reaction becomes dominant. This has, 

for the rare gases, even an a va I anche character: the 11 i on i zat i on front''. 

The interferograms of Kuiper (1968) show clearly this sharp change near 

the onset of ionization equilibrium in argon. 

In this stage the rate of ionization is I imited by the rate of energy 

transfer to the electrans byelast ie col I i slons with atoms and ions 

rather than by the smal I inelastic ionization rate (Lin, )963). This 

impl les a strohg coup! ing of the ne and composition relaxation 

phenomena even in the absence of processes. 

Since T2F << Tion (where Tion : 183,000 K corresponding to the ionization 

potentlal of argon k8Tion ~ 2,53 1 J), both reactions are multiple step 

processes (Harwel I and Jahn, 1964; Wojciechowski, 1974) with the lowest 

tour (4s) · argon states as the main intermediaries. For the same reason 

the ionization process withdraws a substantial part of the thermal energy 

available so that T2E wi I I be significantly lower than 

To characterize the step-wise approach to equilibrium, a characteristic 

relaxation time TZL can be introduced. The subscript 2L refers to the 

22 



conditions behind the incident shock observed trom a stationary Iaberatory 

frame. 1Fig.2.2). 

2E 

---
boun dary layer 

test time 
2F 

2.2 Schematic (x~t) diag~am of the situation after re[tection of 
an ionizing shock wave. (Bounday.y Zaye~ thiakness ZargeZy 
exaggerated) • 

When the incident shock arrives at the rigid end wal I the situation 

is analogous to that created by a piston suddenly set into motion in a 

quiescent gas: region 2F Is abruptly brought to rest by the so called 

reflected shock wave. The part of the x-t plane between the retlected 

shock ectory and the wal I is cal led the retlected shock region: 

region 5. This region can be subdivided turther. Across the reflected 

shock, kinetic energy is transtormed into stagnation enthalpy, which 

means that the temperature and pressure rise even further in this doubly 

shocked non-ionized gas (region 2F5F). Again the fast energy injection 

introduces a temporary statistica! imbalance between the translational 

and internal degrees of freedom. Therefore the character of the relaxation 

zone fo I I ow i ng the ref I ected shock is sim i I ar to that beh i nd the incident 
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shock. However, since T2F5F > T2F and > the characteristic 

relaxation time, 1: 5', is considerably shorter than 1: ZL. 

The tol lowing aspects of region 5 are of importance tor the present 

study: 

1. The pressure and density increase across the ion i zation front sets the 

gas in region 2F5F into motion towards the wal I by means of an expansion 

wave system, originating at the point of equil ibration ) at the wal I. 

These waves wil I overtake and decelerate the reflected shock wave. In 

genera!, a gas processed by a shock wave of variabie strength is non

isentropie in nature. In particular, this gives rise to an inhamogeneaus 

situation in the ionized part of region 5 (2F5E). An experimental investi-

ion of this phenomenon and a related semi I inearized theoretica! 

treatment can be found in Smith (1968) and Crespo-Martinez (1968) res

pectively. From the latter study we conclude that the inhomogeneity 

mentioned is not very pronounced. 

2. At t ~ 'zL the incident ionization front interacts gasdynamica I ly with 

the reflected shockwave. The ionization front is transmitted as a com

pression wave into region 5. When reaching the endwal I this is detected 

as a steep pressure increase. (Fig.2.3). 

3. Radlation cool ing of region 5 wil! occur due to the existence of 

electrons. lt is bel ieved that this does not have a very pronounced 

influence on the state variables in 2F5E in our relatively weakly ionized, 

col I ision dominated plasma (Kuiper, 1968). 

In summary, there exists a time interval of a duration between , 5 and 

TZL' in which the plasma state cl.ose to the wal I remains constant provided 

that a situation can be created with negl igible radiation cool ing, relax

ation and non-isentropie effects. In that case the situation in region 

2F5E is approxfmately quiescent and in equi I ibrium so that it can easi ly 

be related to the initial equilibrium situation in region 1. (Appendix A). 

§ 2.2. The thermal boundary layer problem. 

The sol id wal I has a large heat capacity and conductivity in comparison 

with the gas. Th is implies that after shockwave reflection the wal I surface 

temperature wil I nearly its original value, but that the stagnant gas 

in its vicinity is strongly caoled by the process of heat transfer. So 

trom the moment of shock reflection on, a thermal boundary layer {B.L.) 
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grows into the hot region 5. Thus, with increasing time, the influence 

of cool ing is feit tarther into the plasma. Th is irreversible effect, 

i nd u eed by the co I d endwa I I is of basic interest in the present 

i nvest i ion. A short time after shock reflection the B.L. becomes very 

thin compared with the dimensions of the reflected shock region. Therefore 

it is logica! to refer to the latter as the outer region. 

As tol lows trom the preceeding sectien this B.L. wil I develop first into 

a si ightly disturbed region 2F5F, then into the ionization front and next 

into. region 2F5E. Thus tor the time interval , 5 < t < 'zL a relatively 

undisturbed plasma torms the outer boundary condition tor the B.L.

development, if the B.L.-growth does notaffect this outer condition 

considerably. The existence of this situation is essential for our further 

treatment, The disturbances caused by the B.L. are therefore briefly 

discussed. 

Inspeetion of the energy equation shows that the B.L.-thickness 

increases roughly as the square root of time. This means a very tast 

growth rate in the initia! stage. Since the B.L. formation takes place 

in a compressible medium, the gas density in this layer increases towards 

the wal I. To supply this mass concentration a velocity hàs to be induced 

in the region outside the thermal B.L. (the B.L. has a negative displacement 

thickness). Therefore a series of expansion waves wi I I be generated in 

the outer region that decelerate the reflected shock. The gas near the 

wal!, processed by this shock of variabie strength is called the entropy 

layer. lt can be shown (van Dongen, 1974) that this layer extends so I ittle 

from the wal! that it wi 11 be absorbed by the B.L. within a relatively 

short time after shock wave reflection. From the momenturn equation it 

tol lows that on a macroscopie timescala the pressure variations and 

viscosity effects, due to the induced velocities, wi 11 be neg I igible. 

Therefore the assumption that the B.L. does not influence the conditions 

of the outer region seems val id. 

With respect to conditions very close to the wal I the fol lowing 

phenomena play a role: 

- As soon as the plasma comes into contact with the wal I an electrio B.L. 

(Debye sheath) must be formed to prevent the plasma trom being destroyed 

by electron losses. This microscopie layer adjacent to the wal I is of 

importance because it provides a boundary condition for the degree of 

ionization and electron temperature (§ 3.3). 
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- Especial ly in the initia! there wil I be a large jump of the 

temperafure at the wal I. Th is temperafure change takes pi ace over a 

distance of the order of the mean tree path. In this so called kinetic 

B.L., velocity distribut ion functions are far trom Maxwel I ian, so that 

a gas klnetic description is necessary (de Wit, 1975; Clarcke, 1967). 

In parabol ie differentlal equ~tions the influence of the boundary 

condltions propagate at "lnfinite'' speed through the domain of influence, 

whereas initlal conditlens are extlnguished in due course. The structure 

of the thermal B.L. is very strongly influenced by the conditions of lts 

outer region. Therefore some time after ~ 5 this structure is determined 

by the region 2F5E. Due to the parabol ie character of the B.L. equations 

it is supposed that al I phenomena occurring in the initia! phase after 

shock wave reflection can be neglected with regard totheir influences 

at later times. Thus, shock structure reflection, the temperafure jump 

effect, the entropy B.L. and even the history of the outer region tor 

t < TS are expected to have minor influences on the development of the 

B.L. tor T5 < t < TZL' Therefore this development can be identified with 

the thermal Rayleigh problem in the sametime interval. The 

character of region 2F5E is confirmed by the maasurement of the pressure 

at the end wal I. A result is shown in Fig. 2.3. 

Fig. 2.3 Pressure history at the end wallafter refleation of an ionizing 
shock wave in argon. 
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§ 2.3. Experimental conditions. 

In order to obtain the orders of magnitude of the state variables 

we wi I I examine the conditlans attainable in the pressure driven shocktube. 

In the initia! state,T1 equals room temperature while the initia! pressure 

p1 is 667 Pa (5 Torr). The reasans tor the latter choice are that lower 

pressure values imply deviations from the one dimensional situation and 

relatively high of impurity whereas much higher pressures exclude 

a sutticiently high ree of ionization. This choice of p1 does not 

imply severe I imitations as to the physical situations attainable si nee 

these can also be achieved by varlation of the incident Mach number. For 

the initial condition chosen the maximum value of the Mach number that can 

be obtained appears to be M = 9.5. A lower bound of M ~ 7.5 is set by the 

requirements that ionization effects should be due to the ionization of 

argon and not of impurities ant that these occur at a sufficiently short 

time, , 5, after shock wave reflection. The testtime, defined as the time 

that the B.L. develops into an approximately undisturbed outer region 

(Fig. 2.3), was measured and the results are shown in Fig. 2.4. lt is 

worthwile tomention that Kuiper (1968), who experimented at larger Mach 

numbers than ours (10-15), detected a measurable number of electrans 

immediately behind the reflected shock. Therefore the concept of a frozen 

region C2F5Fl behind the reflected shock is not as appropriate as behind 

the incident shock. (Fig. 2.2}. 

Since the situation in region 2F5E is in an approximately quiescent 

and equi I ibrium state, the knowledge of only two thermadynamie variables, 

e.g. p and ~. is required tor specitication. For a known Mach number and 

an ideal shock tube operation, the situation Cp,~J 2 F 5E can be calculated 

by means of the Rankine Hugoniot relations as has been stated earl Ier. 

Although M is a tunetion of the ratio of driving to initia! pressure, 

it is tar more accurate to measure M directly than to determine this 

quantity from these pressu:es. 

A check on theoretica! predictions is obtained by measuring 

(p,~)ZFSE' Because of the B.L. approximation (§ 3.2bl, p2F5E is known 

in the outer region as wel I as in the B.L. if the pressure at the wal I 

is determined. The other quantity needed can be interred from e.g. 
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interferometic (a) of spectroscopie (T) data. However, we rely on 

information from the I iterature. 
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Fig. 2.4 The eharaoteristic times T~L and 
as a function of Mach number (p1 

in the present shock tube 
Torr, T1 ~ 295 K, argon). 

Kuiper (1968) shows clear streak interferograms of region 5 in argon. 

In fact these are experimental ly determined x - t diagrams. From these he 

extracted the tol lowing information from measurements at a di stance trom 

the end wal I of 4 mm and an initia! pressure of 5 Torr. For M ~ 10, p, the 

density of the mixture and p are correctly given by the Rankine Hugoniot 

relatlons, but ne' the electron number density and T are si ightly lower. 

From this result we conclude that up to this M-value radlation cool ing is 

of I ittle importance. Wlth increasing Mach number above 10, the theoretica! 

values of al I parameters mentioned are too low, especially those of pand 

p (up to 25% at M = 14). Furthermore, at these higherM-values the 

phenomenon of radiative cool ing affects the parameters strongly. For 

example the temperature at 100 ~sec after shock wave reflection has become 

less for M = 13 than at the sametime tor M = 12. The influence of 
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radiative cool ing is such that pand p rise whereas Tand ne decrease. 

Bengtson et al. (1970) also measured the thermadynamie conditions 

in region 5. Pressures of the shock heated neon were detected by quartz 

tranducers. The temperatures (9000- 13000 K> were simultaneously measured 

by I ine reversal and absolute emission techniques, while electron densities 

(2-12.1022 m- 3
) were derived trom the bröadening of the Balmer I ine, H

6
• 

They claim that the consistency of their data indicates that a homogeneaus 

local thermadynamieequilibrium model provides an adequate description of 

the shock heated 2F5E gas. Comparison of the experimental results with the 

Rankine Hugon1ot predictions, however, shows departures. Predicted 

temperatures are typical ly 3% higher than those measured. The predicted 

electron density agrees with experiment on the average, but the data show 

the rather large scatter of about 30% and the predicted pressures are 

ical ly lower than those measured by approximately 7%. The 

scattering of the data was tound to grow with increasing Mach number and 

decreasing initial pressures. 

In view of these two very caretul investi ionsof the state in the 

outer region it can be stated that, at the relatively low Mach numbers 

encountered in the present investigation, the Rankine Hugoniot predictions 

wil I serve as a reasonably good approximation of the values of the therma

dynam i c parameters. In tab Ie 2. 1 the ca I cu I ated va I u es of the state 

variables of the argon gas in region 2F5E are given as a tunetion of M 

for p1=5Torr. An order of magnitude estimate of these gas quantities at 

the wal I is also given. 

TabZe 2.1 CaZauZated vaZues of the parameters in region 2F5E and arude 
estimates of these vaZues in the plasma at the waZZ 
(p1 ~ 5 Torr, T1 = 295 K, argon). 

lo-22 n I0-2lt 102 Cl 10-ttT I0-4T p 10-5 p 
M e H e 

m3 m3 K-1 K-1 m3kg-l Pa 

7.5 3.2 1.68 1.8 1.03 1.03 114 2.49 

2F5E 8.5 7.5 1.85 3.9 1.13 1.13 127 3.11 

9.5 13.9 2.00 6.5 1.20 1.20 142 3.79 

Wal I 7.5-9.5 0(10-2 ) 60 0 ( 10-4 ) 0.03 0.8 : 4 3 
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The most characteristic feature of this type of thermal B.L. is the 

~t,APr1n~>~s of the temperature and number density gradients. These wil I vary 

in time and wi 11 last up toa few hundred microseconds befare the situation 

is gas-dynamically disturbed. In this period the gradients wi 11 extend up 

toabout two millimeters from the wal I. This B.L. thickness depends only 

weakly on Mand varies approximately as lt with the time after shock 

reflection. Furthermore,it can be concluded from this table that nearly 

an order of magnitude .variation in the electron density in the outer region 

is attainable with our shock tube. 
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I I I THEORY 

§ 3.1. lntroduction. 

In this chapter a complete set of equations describing the thermal 

Rayleigh problem on a macroscopie level is derived from the Boltzmann 

equation and rate equations for ionization and recombination. 

Approximations are made corresponding to the properties of the plasma 

concerned and to the boundary layer character of the problem. 

In order to faci I itate the numerical treatment, thesetof resulting 

equations is written in dimensionless farm and in Lagrangian-simi larity 

coordinates. The Lagrangian transformation removes the non-I inearity due 

to the material derivatives in Eulerian coordinates and the simi Jarity 

transformation suppresses the explicit time dependenee of the solutions, 

in as far as this dependenee is caused by transport terms. 

The thermal Rayleigh problem is completed by boundary conditions at the 

outer edge of the boundary layer and at the wal I. To this end the 

influence of the electric sheath near the wal I is considered. 

Initia! conditions cannot be imposed in simi larity coordinates. The 

salution of the boundary value problem for t=O in simi larity coordinates 

appears to be consistent with the Heavyside type initia! conditions in 

physical coordinates. 

A unified description of the thermal Rayleigh problem should, in 

genera!, depart from a kinetic equation that incorporates al I phenomena 

involved. Especial ly non-elastic encounters and· many body interactions 

must be included. However, in the situation considered, the Boltzmann 

equation suffices for the description of the detai led behaviour of the 

distribution function, f. Only the global properties of f, in particular 

the temperature, T, and the number density, n, are indeed influenced by 

inelastic col I isions. These have to be taken into account but this can be 

done by means of macroscopie rate equations. Consideration of the features 

of the plasma under investigation wi I I give some justification of these 

statements. The plasma is characterized by 

Moderate densities. For the neutral particles only binary interactions 

have to be included whereas for the charged particles a Debye shielding 

concept can be appl ied. This means that we are deal ing with a mixture 

of ideal gases. Upper I imits for the electron and atom number densities 
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are set by this property 
n >> 

e 

<< 

where the Debye length h0 is defined as h0 

( 1 • 1 a) 

( 1.1 b) 
/2. 

and r~ has 

to be interpreted as the mean range of the interpartiele potentlal, 

i.e., r ~ 

Appendix 

l/2 - Q For values of the average cross-sections, Q, see - relevant' 
c. 

i i Low energy, k TI ( k
8 

T. l 8 IOn 
0(10-1). Thus theelastic collision trequency 

iv 

wil I always be much larger than its inslastic counterpart: 

( inl; (el) 
vst vst = e: « 1. 

\) 
( 1 .2) 

Therefore, in general el ast ie col I is ion processes wi I I dominate the 

inelastic ones. Exceptions wil I be the macroscopie effects of ionization 

and recombination on the average kinetic energiesof the constituents 

of the mixture and on the partiele number densities, because theelastic 

counterparts are respectively weak or non-existing. This condition 

implies an upper bound tor the degree of ionization, a= n
9
/(n

9
+n

8
) = p

1
/p, 

impl icitly. 

Frequent col I isions. Thus v {eiJ is assumed to be so large that during 
ss 

the time evolution process local near-Maxwel I ian distribution functions 

can be assumed tor each specie~ separately. This simpt ities the 

evaluation of the binary col I islon i Is In the macroscopie 

equatlons toa large extent. Th is feature implies a lower bound tor a. 

Smal I mass ratio, m /mH = e: << 1. Because of thls and the precseding e m 
property a modified form of the Chapman-Enskog (C.E.) transport theory 

(Chapman et al. 1970) can be applied. In particular, the temperatures 

of the heavy and I ight species may difter, TeiTH' and in the description 

of transport phenomena such as heat conductión, viscosity and dittusion, 

influences of inelastic encounters may be omitted. 

In summary, it is justified fo use the Boltzmann equation as a starting 

point. The effects of ionization and recombination are dealt with at the 

level of the macroscopie conservation equations. These effects can be simply 

added to the macroscopie conservation equations obtained trom the lowest 

five momentsof the Boltzmann equation. ft is interesting to consider the 
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minimum time scales involved in this sequence and of the processes of 

interest in the study: 

TabLe 3.1 Time seales. 

equation phenomenon 

- general kinetic relaxation to kinetic regime 

roi >;Oe 
sheath 

Boltzmann relaxation to local equi I ibrium 

macroscopie acoustic waves 

!I transport processes 
-

!I relaxation to composition 
equ i I i br i um 

" relaxation to temperature 
equilibrium 

R.=v
1

/v 

(8k
8
T /(nm) )l/Z 

mean free path 

thermal 

Knudsen number e:K =R./x 
n "' 

minimum time scale 

'k=r~/vr 

's=ho/vT 

's=9./VT 

=x /vr='s/E:K .w oo n 

1 8/E:~n 
(M) 

'8/e:v T = 

(El 
1 8/E:m 

I T 

relevant macroscopie length, see eq.(2.8a). x 
"' 

§ 3.2. 

The Boltzmann equation, written in a frame moving with the mean mass 

velocity, ~~ of the mixture reads: 

u - • (l ) u ].2.. t = _i_ f 
- ac s ot s (2.1) 

in which: c is the pecul lar velocity of particles of species s -u -s 

V : velocity of a part ie I in the Iabaratory system 

u = 2: p u /p f s-s s -(JO 

F : fo ree act i ng u pon a -s partic Ie of species s, with mass 
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D 
Dt -

ot 
TI-

total time derivative in three dimensions 

co 11 is ion 

A general macroscopie balance equation is arrived at by multipi ication of 

eq.(2.1) wlth a col lision invariant lj!(~l and subsequent integration over 

velocity space: 

a .L. r 
F 

+ D~ 1 àlj!s 
n -;p l . ( + nsljls 

-s 
+- .::!.. + n 'äe s s dX 3x s m Dt s 

óf 
lj!s TI 

s 
d (2.2) 

For binary elastic col I islons the r.h.s. of equation (2.2) can be written 

as: 

Of 
00 1T 21T 

1/!_ 
s d3c E f f f f (lj!' inxdxdEd 3 vtd 3vs 

"' 8t s t s 

=0 c =0 -t x=O E=Ü 

where: s, t are summlng subscripts over electrons, e, ions, 

lj! 1 is the col lision "invariant" after the col I is ion 

g = I v' -v I 
crst microscopie col I ision cross-sectien 

E,X azimuthal and polar angle 

(2.3) 

and atoms, a. 

Substitution of and !mc2 for 1jJ leads to the balance equations 
s s 

of mass, momenturn and energy respectively tor each species separately: 

D 
Dt P J..s + 

D 
Dt P + 

In which: 

• (p 

• a 
+ p e -·u + s s 3x -

o.Y. -
a x 

ditfusion velocity 

momenturn flux tensor 

-- + 
m 

s 
0.::!.. J - p Dt - -s 

l ms - gt 1 = 

translational energy per unit mass 
.Lp ccz: 2 s-s s translational energy flux 

(2.4a l 

(2.4b) 

( .4c) 

as a consequence of the derivation given, are theelastic 

souree terms tor mass, momenturn and kinetic energy. lt was pointed out in 
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the introduetion that at this stage the inelastic effects should be included 

in the souree terms by addition. 

Evidently theelastic mass souree term is identical ly zero. Mass of 

species s is created or annihi lated only by ion i zation and recombination 

phenomena. Therefore trom now on Mi is lnterpreted as the lnelastlc mass 

souree term. The description used can be found in sectien 3.5. 

As far as momenturn exchange is concerned the inelastic contribution can be 

neg I ec+ed s·i nee in )/v ~~ 1 ) « 1 , and these co I I is i on f requenc i es are 

representative for momenturn transfer. Therefore 

- L 
t 

el) with (el) 0 

P
(e IJ 

-st can be deduced trom eq.(2.3J if tand ast are known and the 

(2.5a) 

situations afterand before the col I i slons can be related. Mitchner and 

Kruger (1973) present a simplified derivation which is approximately 

val ld in the col I is ion dominated case. We wi I I adopt their resuit with 

a si ight modification: 

el) (2.5D) 

( p) 
where t

5
t is interpreted as the effective relaxation time tor momenturn 

transfer 

with redweed mass, 

mean tree time, 

_ m m,(m +m )-1 
s i s t 

effective hard sphere cross section, , see Appendix C. 

(2.5c) 

( 2. 5d) 

(2.5e) 

thermal relative speed: vT 
st 

( 
8 kB T s T ) l/2 
- (- + ....!) 

rr m 
s 

For theelastic energy transfer among the species s and t, the same 

analysis results into: 

(eI) 
l: 
t 

(el) 

(2.5f) 

(2.6al 
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in which: , the energy exchange relaxation time is given by: 

3 ms+mt 
---T 
8 mst st (2.6b) 

The tol lowing suppositions, which are reasanabie in our experimental 

situation, can be made to simp! ify the set of equations (2.4) 

1. one dimensional geometry 

2. the ions are singly ionized <k
8
T << kBTion) 

3. no appl ied electric and magnetic fields 

4. quasi charge neutral ity ne~n 1 
5 b' I d'ff . V V (l-al . am 1 po ar 1 u s 1 on : i"' e"' - 7 
6. two temperatures : Ti~ra=TH I Te 

7. V « vT 
H 

V =.V 
a 

The quasi charge neutral ity wil I be discussed later. The essential 

requirement is that the Debye length, h0 , is much smaller than the 

characteristic lengthof the problem. The ambipolar character of the 

di f fusion process resu I ts immedia te I y trom the eI ectron and i on conti nu i ty 

equations (2.4a) if the assumptions 1. to 4. are fuif i lied and no electric 

currents cross the boundary. The assumption of ambipolar ditfusion implies 

a lower bound tor the time scale of the phenomena described t>>ts=h0/vT . 

Relation (2.6b) shows that only a tew co! I isions are required to H 

equil ibrate the ion temperature with that of the atoms. This relaxation 

phenomenon therefore takes place on a time scale TB which is smal Ier 

than the time scale of the macroscopie equations (2.4). In contrast, we 

have to deal with the possibil ity of an electron temperature different 

trom that of the heavy particles, due tothesmal lness of the mass ratio 

parameter e:m' 

The assumption V<<VT has been used in the derivation of 
H 

el) and lel) 

Furthermore, it enables us to replace the quantities ~s' q
5 

and Ts 

defined in the system Moving with the mean mass velocity of the mixture 

by the corresponding quantities defined in the systems moving with the 

mean veloeities of the species. This omission of termsof 0 (V2 ) in these 

expresslons is in accordance with the Chapman-Enskog expansion procedure 

tor mixtures. 

Due to the relatively high value of a not only electron-neutral but also 

electron-ion energy exchange has to be included. From eqs.(2.6a-b) : 
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<El 2 (2.6c) 1 eH =- 1 eH E m 
2 

-TH) [ ( 1 -col Q ea - 3 Em kB Cl. (~J VTe +Cl. Q .] (2.6d) el 

Using the assumptions mentioned and substituting: 

T 
m 

eE (see §3.2b) 

(see §3.4) (2.6e) 

(see §3.4) 

one can easi ly derive the tol lowing seven balance equations needed tor 

the determination of theseven unknowns: a,p,V,E,u,T
8

,TH. 

=Continuity-equation tor the ions and the total mixture: 

d . (J 
Pdta+ ax (apV) 

d a 
dtp + Paxu 

=Momentum-equation tor the 

respectively: 

M. 
I 

0 

(2. 7a.1) 

(2.7a.2) 

electrons, the ions and the total mixture 

m d au eE 
a - Em --dt (apV) - 2E apV-- -.ap-- + p exx m ax mH ea 

a~ - i_ (apV) - 2ap 
I dt 

+ 

XX 

+ P. 
1a 

( 2. 7b. 1) 

(2.7b.2) 

(2.7b.3) 

•Energy equation tor the electrans and the total mixture: 

... m 
+ cr 

e 

(2.7c.ll 
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5 d d ~x l aT 

J Àm e Àm (apV T ) p dt Tm - dt p -- + 
2 mH e ax a mH 3x e 

M .• I 
I (2. 7c .2) + 

m'-1 

§ 3.2.a 

Bath tor numerical reasans and tor the purpose of estimating the 

relative importance of the ditterent terms, al I quantities are scaled. 

For the dependent variablestheir va lues in the stationary equi I ibrium 

region 2F5E are used as units. The transport coefficients are made 

dimensionless by means of their neutral gas value in 2F5E. T~e independent 

variables are made dimensionless by: 

the length scale of the boundary layer. This is found by requiring the 

non-stationary term in the energy ion of the neutral gas to be as 

important as the heat conduction term. This gives: 

x ; ·~) 1/2 

", (~kBP 
2 mH 

(2.8a) 

- the test time ot the experiment, which has to be larger than al I 

characteristic times involved in this problem: t"' - 10-4 sec is chosen. 

(2.8b) 

From now on, in this section, al I quantities which have retained their 

physical dimensions have either subscripts "'• (indicating their reference 

value) or superscripts (indicating their real value in the boundary layerl, 

except tor the universa! constants. The force and souree terms are zero in 

region 2F5E by definition. Therefore these are scaled by combinations 

natura! ly appearing as a consequence of the non-dimensional i zation of the 

other terms in the equations. 

In the one dimensional non-stationary situation considered, chemica! 

reactions occur. Therefore it is adventageous to change trom the Iabaratory 

frame of reference to one movinq with the mean mass velocity. This so 

x' 
ca I I ed Lagrange transformat I on, i); 1 f p 1 dx", removes the non-I i nea r i ty 

x'ref 
due to the material derivatives appearing in the Eulerian coordinates. 

lf the wal I satisfies the requirements of non-permeabi I i 

non-absorptivity and non- emissivity it is highly favourable to choose 
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the fixed position of the wal I as x 1 f (=O,sayl. re 
The combined scal ing and Lagrangian transtormation, 

appl ied to set (2.7) leads to: 

() () 

d1" p = dlji u 

M. 
+ -1 

p 

m 

(2.8.3) 

(2. 9a. 1) 

(2.9a.2l 

2 8 m au 1 
(apV) -- apV-- aE +- P 

R 31j; p ea 

a u 1 Pr ao i 1 1 8 
--a-+- ------ (apV) 

R 3-r a"' R <lljJ R p <h 
2ap V au ----+ 
R Cll/> 

( 2. 9b. 1 ) 

aE+.l.P. 
p 1 a 

..Lr a. m 

2 
8
m dU 2 2 1 

5 R aVä! + 5 aVE + s P 

2 1 
5 p 

dT 2 1 Pr 
ap v-.!!:. + 

alji 5 ;:;-'R 
co 

a 
- o."' 'dl/> (ap 

2 Pr m au 2 Mi Tlon 
+ s'R 0 'iij"-sa. .. P 

The tol lowing dimensionless numbers appear: 

R 
5 

p"' t /:\m = 0(105 ) -
2 mH co a 

co 

s kB ;;"m 0( 1 ) (Prandtl l Pr 2 mH a 
co 

(2.9b.2) 

(2. 9b .3) 

( 2. 9c. 1 ) 

(2.9c.2l 

( 2. 1 Oa l 

(2.10b) 

( 2. 1 Oe l 

and atter el iminating V, as wil I be shown laterand where Dia wi I I be 
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given by eq. (2.13) 

5 kB 
La - 2 m Poo D. /Àm 

H laoo aoo 
(Lewis) 

The reference values tor the induced souree and force terms are: 

(2. 1 Od l 

(2.10el 

(2. 1 Of l 

(2.1 Ogl 

(2.10h) 

The estimates given are based on the fo 11 ow i ng approximate 2F5E va lues: 

Cl. = .05; T 104 K; Poo = 3.10 5 Nm- 2; poo = .1 kg m-3; x = 10-3 m· 
00 00 00 ' 

Àm = . 1 J m-1 K-1 s-1. m 1 o-4 Nsm-:- 2; D . = 1 o-4 m2s-1; t 10-4 s. lla = = 1 a 1a 00 
00 00 00 

§ 3.2.b Boundary layer approximation and similarity transformation. 

From the fluid dynamic equations, (2.9), the boundary layer equations 

wi IJ now be derived. The simp I ifications involved are basically due to 

the tact that R is a large number. The set of equations that describe 

the boundary layer growth toa suftielent degree of approximation is 
-~ -~ 

obtained by neglecting termsof order R 2
• The value of R 2 ~ 10-3 

indicates that the system can indeed be considered to be macroscopie. 

Note in this conneetion that R ~ t
00

/T
8

. 

The continuity equation tor both the ions and the mixture have to 

be reta i ned. In the eI ectron momenturn equat i on a I I r. h. s terms except 

the force term can obviously be neglected; only the souree term needs 

consideration. From (2.5bl and (2.10fl: 

p 
ea 

3 ma' 
2 e 

Exclusion of this term results into an equation describing the induced 

electric field E: 

E = (2.11) 
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The expression tor the ditfusion velocity is obtained by summation of the 

electron and ion momenturn equations. The force termscancel and comparison 
P' Q 

of with P' ~ ~ 8 1/ 2 ~ = 0(10-4 ), shows that the P' contribution 
ia Pj 8 m Qia ea 

can be omitted. Therefore: 

() 
pi) ~ (pe + = 

trom wh ich it to llows with (2.5) that: 

D! 
V' = - p • 1 a a ( 

P"'P!~ pe + pi) (2.12) 
I 

T! (p) 
3 where D! - 2 ( 1-a') T ~ 

H mH 8 
(2.13) 

la 

Th is result is in accordance with the first order Chapman Enskog result 

tor elastic hard sphere interactions (see eqs.4.3l. This tact was the 

reason that the factor 2/3 was introduced in (2.5b). 

lt is interesting to note that trom the continuity equations and the 

assumption of quasi charge neutral ity it tol lows that the ditfusion must 

be ambipolar. The ditfusion velocity and associated electric field, 

induced by the electron pressure gradient are then given by eqs.(2.1 1-12). 

Now quasi neutrality implies the neglect of the displacement current, l', 
in the Maxwel I ion: curl s'= ~ J' + l-2 ~ E' 

o- c' ëlt-
Obviously, if the last term is retained, the divergence of this equation 

relates div J' to the electric charge density in contradiction with the 

quasi neutral form of the continuity equations. Theretore electromagnetic 

(e.m) wave phenomena cannot bedescribed within the present tormal ism. 

In this conneetion see also Appendix 8 . lt should also be noted that our 

one dimensional situation excludes completely the presence of induced 

magnetic fields, since ~ti!_'=- curl .f.' = 0. 

The departure trom precise charge neutral ity due to the induced 

macroscopie electric field is determined by the Poisson ion 

Using E' 

( n! - n' J 
1 e 

8 k T' o B e 
e2n1 

e 
we obtain: 
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n! - n I -c~ )2 { ~ c:e )} 
I e a ( 2. 14) 

MI 31)1 e 

Thus the relative deviation of charge neutra I ity is 0( 10-8 ) 

Continuing our approximations, we see that the mixture momenturn 

equation provides a justification tor the wel 1-known boundary layer 

approximation, ;: = 0, accurate to 0( ) • In the electron energy equation 

(2.9c.1) only the viscous dissipation termand the term fourth on the 

r.h.s can be neglected. In the energy equation of the mixture, the work 

term disappears due to the stationary boundary value tor p in region 2F5E 

and the absence of gradients of the total pressure. Viscous dissipation 

is not an important process in this equation either. 

Anticipating the numerical salution of these parabol ie differentlal 

equations it is advantageous to use a sim i lari transformat ion: 

Z :: ljJ/ /r j t :: T (2. 15al 

Due to the time dependenee of the boundary conditions at the wal I side 

(see § 3.3) ana the appearance of explicit souree terms no simi larity 

solutions are obtainabie. The main reasen tor this transformation is the 

stretching of the boundary layer in its initia! phase when variations in 

time and space, due to the heat phenomenon, are large. The 

differentlal transformation rules are: 

1 z 
...."...- -- + 

2 t z 
(2. 15b) 

Remark: the LangrangJan transformation remains unique as long as p 

remains continuous, v1hereas the uniqueness of the similarity 

transformation requires an initia! condition uniform tor x> 0. 

Both requirements are satisfied in our thermal Rayleigh problem. 

Applying the boundary layer approximations and the sim i larity 

transformat ion, el iminating p = p/Tm' aT p/T and taking the 
e m 

energy equation of the heavy particles instead of that of the mixture, 

one arrives at: 

1 z 1 () d 
2 Tt p ez Tm + lt 3f Tm (2.16.1) 
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E ; - ajt Z r ~:e 1 (2.16.2) 

and furthermore the closed set tor a, Te and TH resulting trom the ion 

continuity equation and the energy equations tor the electrons and heavy 

partic I es: 

T 
t~ at 

z 
2 

P lt l.... [a V j 
· <lz T 

+ ...!!!. M. t ( 2. 16.3) 
z p I m 

- ~ t T 
s m r ~: e j = - l T z 

5 m [À: are] 
z T a z 

m 

2 
+ -

5 

T 

.lt vPh[aT ej + 
a z T 

m 

2 (eI l t + -
m (2. 16.4) 

5 p 
dTH + g ta l ~: e J; z l T [a:Tej a [ aT H] ta:r- T - + - z ç+raz 5 00 m 2 5 m z <lz 

T 
a [aT ] 2 (el) t ~ lte~ Vp- - 8 m ( 2. 16.5) 

5 
(J. s oo az T m 

00 p 

where: 0
ia P { ('lTe _ l.... 3TH) I V a a ( 1-a a) ( 2. 16.6) -La-- - + 

az 3z az az lt T 2 Ct 00 

m 

p - (1+a
00

) (2.16.7) 

§ 3.3 Boundary and initia! conditions. 

The boundary layer equations are of the ditfusion type. This is not 

the case with the original balance equations which are of a mixed type. 

Therefore B.L. solutions with an asyrnptotic character may be expected: 

for every pos i ti ve t an x~va I ue can be fou nd ( the "edge" of the bou ndary 

layer) such that the salution at x*difters less than a predictabie smal I 

value trom its value at infinity. Since three dependent variables occur, 

three different boundary layer thicknesses can be detined. 

The combined Lagrangian and sim i larity transformation converts the 

parabola-l ike boundary layer region in the x,t plane into a semi-intinite 

slabl ike contiguration in z,t coordinates (Fig. 3.1). 
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Fig. 3.1 Sohematio indication of boundary layer edges. 

The construction of boundary layer solutions to these parabol ie equations 

requires a correct specificatien of the three basic variables along the 

edge of the slab in z,t space, i.e., 

boundary conditions (B.C. l at the outer region edge; 

i i boundary conditions at the wa 11 si de; 

i i i initia I conditions ( I • C.), thus the values of a., TH(z) tor 

t=O. 

i . Boun·dary condit i ons at z ..,. oo 

At macroscopie times of 0 (T 8Rtl, say, when the boundary layer 

approximation is val id, the induced velocity-field wi I I have a 

negl igible effect on the state variables in the outer region. So 

a and T in 2F5E can be used as the time independent B.C. at z + oo, 

i i. Boundary conditions at z + oo 
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The fol lowing simp! ifying assumptions concerning the wal I and 

the gas-wal I interactions are made: 

1. it does not emit or absorb particles, so that u(Q) = 0 

2. it is notpart of an electric circuit, so that J (0) = 0 

3. it is fully catalytic, so that every electron-ion "pair" that 

reaches the metal I ie wal I wi I I certainly recombine, yield its 

recombination and kinetic energy to the wal I and return into the 

plasma as an accomodated atom. 

4a.the gradients in the gas near the wal I are assumed smal I enough 

to be able to neglect temperature jump effects. This is true tor 

times where x~ >> ~. 

4b.the wal I temperature is constant. Th is is a necessary condition 

tor sim i larity. 



4c.The wal I temperature is taken to be equal to the gas temperature. 

Therefore tor t < 0: Twal 
1 

= , i.e., room temperature. For the 

present condition (steel wal I) the ditterenee between the wal I 

surface temperature and T
1 

is estimated to be of 0 (10K). Therefore 

tor t > 0: Twall is (rather arbitrarilyl chosen to be 350K. 

As is wel I known in a plasma, quasi charge neutral ity col lapses near 

a catalytic boundary. In this so cal led sheath (electric boundary 

layer) with thickness 0(h
0

l strong electric field strengths are 

sustained, to prevent the plasma trom being broken down intheshort 

time scale of 0(L/v
1 

). As in the derivation of the thermal boundary 
e 

layer equations an asymptotic expansion can be used to describe the 

electric boundary layer, at least in the steady and col I isionless 

case (Caruso and Caval iere, 1962; Bienkowsky, 1966). The criterion 

tor col I isionlessness, as i. wi 11 probably be the smallest mean 
I 

tree path in our circumstances, is: h
0
/i. << 1. In the experiment 

h . t I ho ( T ) i I ' h. h . we ave approx1ma e y _ = 69 _2. . n Q .. "' 10-13 n 2 w IC IS 
L e 11 e ' 

I 

much smaller than one, since the maximum value of at the wal I is 

estimated to be 0(1020 m-3), 

We are not interested here in the microscopie structure of the 

sheath itselt, but only in lts influence on the macroscopie quantities. 

For this purpose two basic tlow parameters at the sheath edge, a tew 

Debye lengths trom the wal I, are matched with the corresponding 

quantities resulting trom the macroscopie description. We require at 

the sheath 

(i) continuity of the ion mass flux, -V am 
( 3. 1 ) 

lt is assumed here that the velocity of the ions at the sheath edge 
J. 

is approximately equal to the so cal led Bohm velocity, v
8 

= (k
8
Te/mHl 2

, 

which is the minimum velocity required tor a stabie col I isionless 

sheath salution (Bohm,1949), valid tor » T
1 

(Chen,1965). lt should 

be remarked that in a region where the hydrodynamic velocity of the 

ions is as large as the Bohm velocity, one of the assumptions of 

the macroscopie theory, namely V<< v
1 

, looses its val idity. However, 
H 

the region in which this is the case extends to only a few mean tree 

paths trom the wal I. The boundary condition (3.1) should therefore be 

seen as an improvement on the even cruder model a+O, V+oo as x+O, in 
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whlch the sheath is completely neglected. Substitution of the 

expresslons tor v
8 

and V yields: 
am 

laT 
( 1-a) e 1 t 

(i i) continuity of electron energy flux. 

(3.2) 

The molecular energy flux of the electrens at the sheath edge that 

possesses enough energy to pass the sheath potentlal ~~. and thus 

subsequently wi 11 recombine at the wal I is given by 

"' "' 00 

J de J I de de fM 
1 

qe - n 
2 

m 
e x y z e e 

c,. 

(?Y/28 m 

f ~~ s e 1 2 
e~~ ; 

=2kB Te 2 m c 
e "' e 

Evaluation of the integrals gives 

4 

where y
6 

:= Is fixed by the requirement at t'le sneath edge 

J 0 = n.e 
I 

-y 
e .• e . So that = ln{~)t 

21rm 
e 

(3.3a) 

(3.3bl 

Equating the 11 microscopic" flux (3.3bl with the "macroscopie" flux 

as given by eq.(4.7b) we obtain 

)(y +2lk T =- Àm 
e 8 e e 

(3.3cl 

lt should be noted again, that the macroscopie expresslons are not 

real ly val id at the sheath edge. The crude, purely macroscopie model 

mentioned befere might now be completed by the requirement that the 

total energy fluxes ins i de and outside the wal I are equal, or by 

Te Ti at the wal!. The model, basedon continuity at the sheath 

edge is widely used in the literature: Camac and Kemp {1964), 

Dix <1964), Johnson and Touryan (1967), Nishida and Matsuoka (1971land 

Sherman et al. (1971), without discussion of the difficulties 

associated with it. This may have to do with the fact that the 

solutions rather weakly on the boundary conditions fora 



when a is smal I whereas the energetic boundary condition 

approximately correct. 

In dimenslonless torm, atter appl icatlon of the Langrangian and 

simi larity transformation the following B.C. are obtained 

Z=O: 3ct 
()z 

(3.4) 

z 

i i i. lr·itial conditlans tor t+O 

The thermal leigh 

t=O: x $ 0 T = Tl 
x > 0 T = TH e 

; a 

aT 3/2 ' 
e t" 

lem ltself detines he l.C.: 

The similarity transformation, tor t 0, is not one to one: 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3. 9) 

t=O, x=O is mapped on the entire z-axis whereas t=O, x>O at z+oo. 

Therefore in z, t coord i nates I . C. cannot be spec i f i ed. In tact, 

specific starting values (uniform tor x>O) follow troM the salution 

of the boundary value problem in the z,t plane tor t=O. These are 

consistent with the l.C. as cefineo in the original probleM and even 

exact in the case of similarity. Non-uniform l.C. in x,t-space cannot 

be treated as such. 

§ 3.4 Transport coefficients. 

Spatlal non-uniformities in the macroscopie properties of a gas 

bring about a net flux of energy, momenturn and mass of the different 

constituents. These phenomena are manifest as heat conduction, viscosity 

and ditfusion respectively. As pointed out earl ier in this chapter, the 

driving torces tor these translational N.E. phenomena are such that the 

of the distribution tunetlans of the various species trom 

local Maxwell ian distributions remain smal!. This impl les the 
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appl icabil ity of a modified Chapman-Enskog expansion procedure tor 

calculating the transport coefficients in a partlal ly ionized gas. At 

that level of approximation cross transport phenomena such as thermal 

ditfusion appear,natural ly IDaybelge, 1968). However, due tothetact 

that the electron-neutral argon elastic cross-sectien depends strongly 

on the relativa of the col I is ion partners, successive approximations 

to the transport coefficients converga much more slowly than in the case of 

a mixture of neutral gases (Devote, 1967;,Mitchner and Kruger, 1973). 

Therefore we use a mixture rule as suggested by Fay 11962) to obtain 

slmpier expresslons for the coefficients of viscosity and heat conduction 

in the mixture: 

~P) 
s with (p) 

-rs l: 
t 

(p} 
( 4. 1 ) 

and a simi lar expressiontor the coefficient of viscosity. This states that 

the transport coefficients of species s in the mixture are determined by 

their va lues in a pure gas, redweed by the ratio of the effective col I ision 

time tor momenturn transfer to the mean tree time in the pure gas under 

otherwise the same conditions, i.e., the same va lues of ns and . Th is 

level of treatment is the same as that used for ditfusion and theelastic 

souree terms. Justas in that case col I ision cross sections tor momertum 

transfer, properly averaged with to molecular velocity, are the 

point of departure. Both the expresslons (2.5b), (2.6al on one hand and 

(4.1) on the other tol low natura! ly trom a B.G.K.- model for the mixture. 
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In a two temperature situation we have with (2.5c,e): 

( p) 

1-a Q 

i i 

1-a Q i a 
1 +-a-~ 

1 + 

(4.2al 

(4.2b) 

(4.2c) 



Thus ditterent temperatures have an effect on the transport coetficients 

only through the col I is ion cross sections and the degree of ionization. 

The mixture rule enables us to use either experimental or theoretica! 

knowl about the averaged cross sections of the pure species tor the 

description of the properties of the mixture. 

The coeftlcients tol lowing trom first order C.E. theory tor hard 

sphere interaction read (Chapman et al, 1970): 

311 
32(n +n ) -0--- ' ~s ~ 

s r ·sr 

k V 
75TI B T s 
12812 -O-

ss 
(4.3) 

Apart trom the numerical factors these expresslons can also be obtained 

trom mean free path arguments. Using these expresslons and the cross 

sectlons given in appendix C one obtains 

Q .. 
__ 1_1 ~ Ü(E 

VT m 
H 

Furthermore, 
À VT 

e e 
"Ç"" Qee 

), thus with eq.(4.2) Àm >> 
e 

0(1 -t ) 

À~ for a I I a. 
I 

Using (4.2J it is found that and are of the same order of magnitude 

tor the a-va lues of interest but À~ is much smal Ier. The ion contri bution 
I 

to the heat conduction of the mixture can theretore be neglected since 
n. aT a I so __ 1 = ___2. • 
8x 8x 

The heat conductivity of the neutral argon is taken trom the 

theoretica! data of Amdur and Mason (1958), which are substantiated 

reasonably we! I by the experimental results of for example, Camacetal 

(1963) and Kuiper (1968), 

À ; 2.43 10-4 
a 

.75 
(4.4a) 

Spitzer and Härm (1953) calculated the heat conductivity tor a ful ly 

ionized gas (a=l): 

1.84 10-10 T 2.5 

"sp 
---:---:--__;;e __ Jm-1 sec-l K- 1 

In A (4.4b) 

in which A equals the ratio of the electron Debye length to the distance 

of ciosest approach of two electrons with average kinetic energy in the 
! 3 centre of mass system: 
4 

2 kB T
6

. Therefore 
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A 1 with b
0 e 

(4.5al 

In the case of very I arge n
6 

and low 1 such that ~ b
0 

, it seems~ 
e 

plausible that the Debye distance should be replaced by the mean electron 

separation distance, n-1/3: 
e 

A (4.5b) 

Th is does not occur in real ity but only in temperafure equilibrium models 1 

near to the wal I. In the experiment A as defined by (4.5al is about 100. 

The heat conductivities of interest are now given by: 

e 1 + 12 + 12 1 -a Q ea 
a Qee 

(4.6al 

(4.6b) 

where (1+/2)À as follows trom the mixture rule appl ied toa fully 
sp 

ionized plasma. 

With these results we obtain tor the translational heat f!uxes 1 defined by 

pa 
V (4.7al 

mH 

+ 
5 
2 

pa V (4.7b) 
mH 

3T , m H 
-A --

a 3x 
- 2 

kB 2 
pa 

V (4.7cl 
mH 

+ 2 
2 

pa 
V (4.7d) 

rrlH 

where terms of order have been neglected. lt is due to the ambipolar 

character that the ion and atom ditfusion contributions cancel. 

In eqs.(2.9l the viscous terms were made dimensionless by means of 

the viscosity coefficient of the neutral gas and then neglected because 

of the appearence of the factor R-1. I t st i I I has to be shown that the 
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viscosity coefficients of the electrons and ions are not much larger than 

that of the atoms. From eqs. ( 4. 3) i t to I I ows that 

a 0 ia 
1 + ----

1-a Qaa I 

< 1 for Cl. < 1 - 1 o-1 E: 
2 

1 .Qea m 
1 +12 + 12 -a 

---;;:-- 0 ee 

The experimental value of a, which is at most 10-1 , is sately within the 

above ranges. 

§ 3.5 lnelastic souree terms. 

Although E: =}in) /v(el) is smal I it should again be emphasized 
\) 

that the influence of inelastic interactions on the degree of ionization 

and on the large energy content associated with even comparatively 

smal I a cannot be neglected. The reaction partners in the gas-phase in 

these interactions are: argon atoms either in the ground state or 
"' excited Ar , singly ionized argon atoms in their degenerate ground state 

+ 
only, tree electrons, photons, molecular argon ions, Ar

2 
and impurity 

particles in several possible states. A reasonably complete enumeration 

and comparison of the reaction mechanisms possible among these reactants 

can be found in Bray (1963); Eschenroeder (1963); Johnson and Touryan 

(1967); Igra (1970) and Bates (1974). From these studies it can be 

concluded ~ith some contidence that in the present low temperature high 

density plasma, multiple step electron-atom ionization and the inverse 

processof three body electron-electron-ion recombination are dominant. 

Omitting intermediate steps we can write 

KI 
+ 

Ar + e Ar + 2 e ( 5.1) 

Radiation processes are neglected on basis of the results of the general 

coupled col I isional-radiative loss model proposed by Bateset al (1962) 

fora uniform hydrogen plasma. Our (ne , Te)-domain is many orders of 
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magnitude removed trom the very low ne and high values required tor 

radiative absorption and emission processes to compete with col I ision 

processes, such as (5.1). Population and composition N.E. phenomena, due 

to radiative escape, can therefore be neglected. Reactions involving 

impurity particles are omitted since the impurity level attained in the 

experiment is reasonably low, about 10 p.p.m. 

In order to calculate the partiele produc~ion by the ionization part 

of reaction (5.1) expression (2.3) can be used si nee this is a binary 

process. The inelastic col I ision cross section (see appendix Cl has then 

to be ~nown beforehand. A derivation can be found in e.g. Chubb (1967). 

For distri bution functions which are local Maxwel I ian even intheir high 

energy "tai Is", the result tor the ion i zation reaction rate "constant" is 

T 
312 (2 + ~) exp ( 

T e 

T 
~) 
T 

e 
(5 .2) 

where Texc = 135000 K, corresponding to the excitation potentlal of the 

lowest excited argon state and c
1 

= 3.75 10-2 2 m3 K-3/ 2 

Evidently, tor the thermal Rayleigh problem considered, in reaction 

(5.1) the rate of recombination wi I I exceed in the case of quasi-

equi I ibrium only si ightly however (§ 3.6)- the rate of ionization. Si nee 

the recombinat!on process considered is a three partiele interaction, 

express i on ( 2. 3) I ooses i ts va I i di ty. Therefore we resort to a different 

approach, which needs two additional assumotions about the populations 

of the excited levels, 

1 : The time tor readjustment of these populations is much smal Ier than 

the relaxation time to composition equilibrium, -/Ml (Bates and 

Dalgarno, 1962). This results mainly tromthetact that col I isional 

rates of redistribution of particles among levels increase with 

decreasing energy ditterences between adjacent levels. In the argon 

spectrum these ditterences are indeed smal I enough tor al I but the 

lowest excited levels. 

2 
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Depending on the conditions, T) a critica! level can be deflned 
e 

on the basis of the equal ity of two probabi I ities: on the one hand the 

probability that an electron recombined into a higher lying level wil I 

subsequently reionize, on the other hand the probabi I ity that an 

electron recombined into the critica i or a lower level wi I I subsequently 

de-excite to the ground level (Hinnov and Hirschberg, 1962). Therefore 



the rata at which electrens recombine into this critica I and al I lower 

levels is the net rata of recombination. 

As a consequence of these assumptions the populations of the levels above 

the critica! one are in col I isional equi I ibrium (Saha-1 ike) with the free 

electrons, even if the plasma is in a temperature and composition N.E. 

state. 

Let us now consi'der two I imiting cases: 

a: Suppose that the critica! level is situated at the lewest excited 

level, which is separated by a large energy gap, k
8 

Taxe' from the 

ground level. Then col I is ion de-excitation from this level to the 

ground level is the recombination rata I imiting process (Byron et al , 

1962). However, this process is precisely the inverse of the multi-step 

ionization reaction mentioned. lt should be noted that in the case of 

purely col I is ion processas and naar-Maxwell ian distribution functions 

the microscopie principle of detai led balancing leads also toa 

balanceon the macroscopie level expressed by (see a lso Zgrozelski, 

1968; Park, 1968): 

K = K /K = ( n2 In l R l eq e a eq. 
( 5 .3) 

Su bst i tut i on of the express i on for the equ i I i br i um constant, K
8

q, f rom 

Appendix A into eq.(5.3) results in 

T T. -T 
1• 29 10-44( 2 + exc) ( 1on exc) 

T exp T (5 .4) 
e e 

b: lf T
8 

is very low so that thermal ionization hardly occurs, the critica! 

level is one of the high lying levels naar the continuum. For this case, 

Hinnov and Hirschberg (1962) arrive at 

( 5. 5) 

fora hydragen level-structure. Use is made of classical ionic 

recombination theory. Th is rasuit can be easi ly extended to argon si nee 

the higher argon levels are indeed "hydrogen I ike". The val idity of 

expression (5.5) is restricted to T
8 

< 3000 K. Very close to the wal I, 

where streng N.E.-phenomena may be expected, the electron temperature 

might be in this range. Therefore it should be noted that the derivation 

of (5.5) does not rely on equi I ibrium assumptions. 
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Approximating the true rate constant by the simplest combination of 
~ ~ 

eqs.(5.4) and (5.5), we use (5.4) forTe> Te and (5.5) forTe< Te 

where T ~ is determined by the interseet ion of the graphs representing 
e 

these equations. T~ turns out to be about 3000 K. 
e 

Within the frameworkof single ionization through reaction (5.1) only, 

the ion mass souree term can be written as: 

(5.6) 

lt is assumed that Mi is the only souree for inelastic energy transfer. 

This exchange takes place from the neutral to the electron gas and is 

positive for recombination and negative for ionization. We neglect the 

elastic part of the ionization and recombination col I isions si nee 

Te<< Tion' The energy content associated with the population of the 

excited levels is smal I and therefore nottaken into account either. 

Under these assumptions the only energy involved in inelastic events is 

the ionization energy, I = k8 Tion' so that 

E (in) 
eH 

(5. 7) 

From the review articles quoted at the beginning of this section it 

was concluded that the three-body process is the dominant recombination 

mechanism. Since dissociative recombination is known to provide the most 

effective two-body recombination path we wi I I look at this process 

somewhat more closely. 

i) First it is necessary to consider the creation of Ar;. Three mechanisms 

have been suggested. 

- the Hornbeck-Molnar process. 

Ar + e 

Ar~ + Ar 

- ion conversion through the Holt-Biondi mechanism 
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- and the process (Fox and Hobson, 1966) 

2Ar + e + 
+ 

+ 2e (5.8c} 

In the range, p = 0 (1 Torr); n = 0 (10 16 m-3)· T = 300 K Cronin and 
e ' e ' 

Sexton (1968) and Bhattacharya (1970} performed microwave and mass 

spectrometer measurements ively on argon afterglows. They contribute 
+ the formation of Ar2 to the ion conversion process only and report a 

conversion coefficient of K. = 2 • 10-43 ms 
I.c. 

Our large values of n favors the ion conversion greatly. However, 
+a 

the molecular bond of is rather weak: 1-2 eV (Bray, 1963; Camac and 

Kemp, 1964; Johnson and Touryan, 1967). Thus, at the relatively high gas 

temperatures in the main part of the B.L., the inverse reaction in (5.8b) 
+ wi I I probably be extremely tast, so that the concentratien of Ar

2 
may be 

expected to be quite smal I. For example Bray (1963) found at applying the 

equi I ibrium constant of Varney (1960} tnat only one positive ion out of 

every 108 is Ar 
2 

+ tor p "' 500 Torr and "' 16000 K, 

nA + • 10-8 ni 
r2 (5.9) 

i i) Next we mention the dissociative recombination reaction {Biondi, 1951 

and 1963; Oskam and Mittelstadt, 1963): 

( 5.1 Ol 

This process m;ght be very effective since the recombination energy is used 

tor the dissociation of the molecule and for the kinetic energy of the 

resulting products. Dissociative recomblnation mlght provide an inelastic 

mechanism for temperature equi I i bration competitive with the lneffective 

elastic mechanism (2.6dJ. 

Gomparing the rate of dissociativle recombination; :~a~2 with the 

rate of three-body recombination, ::a 
3 

and assuming n1 >> nA ~ we can 
r2 

write 

KR n + 

A 
2 

Ar 
2 

- .. --
KR 

(5.11> 
n 2 

3 e 
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lt the inverse reaction in eq.{5.8b) is neglected, then we have the balance 

n .I' n2a K. ,. nA + n KR2 1 .c. r 2 e 

At the high gas temperature in the largest part of the B.L. the inverse 

reaction in eq.(5.8bl is very important, so that 

and 

n. n2 K. >> 
I a I.c. 

K. 
A lillil I.c. 

~ 

n 2 
a 

(5.121 

where K. is assumed to depend only weakly on temperature. 
I.C. 

We conclude that the dissociatlve recomöination process is unimportant 

except posslbly in the smal I part of the B.L. adjacent to the wal I. In this 

reg i on, howeve r, processes·may be expected to dominate. 

<Bonclusions: 

1. The cruelal point in the determination ot the relative importance of 
+ 

the recombination processes is the Ar
2 

concentratien prevail ing in 

our experiment. This deserves further study in the near future. Of the 

obvious experimental means to determine nAr+ mass spectroscopy and 

microwave methods wi I I be difficult to inte~pret because of the large 

values of pand n respectively. Spectroscopy wi 11 be difficult since e 
the concentratien of Ar; is smal I. 

• + Z. The 1nfluence of Ar2 on the measurements through the refractive index 

(Chapter V) is certainly smal I, provided that the polarlzabi I ity of 
+ + 

Ar2 does not exceed that of Ar to such a large extent that the products 

of concentrat i on and po I ar i za bi I i ty become comparab Ie (Appendix B). 

3.6 Classification. 

In the thermal boundary layer, transfer processes appeared to be of 

primary importance. Transportand relaxation phenomena may be distinguished. 

Transport phenomena represent transfer in space of mass, momenturn or 

energy due to inhomogeneity where col lisions are rate I imiting whereas 
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relaxation phenomena are defined as transfer processes between different 

constituents caused by partiele col I i slons, which then determine the rate 

of exchange. Consequences of these processes in the present situation are: 

-A flow velocity, u, due to the compressibi I ity of the medium. Within the 

B.L.-approximation u is solely determined by the continuity equation 

(2.16.1) of the total mixture. Therefore the dynamics of the problem 

can be treated separately. 

An electric field as given by eq.(2.16.2). The underlying physical 

phenomena were dealt with briefly in § 3.2.2. 

We wil I now discuss the transfer phenomena insome more detail. 

Due to the transport processas the three dependent variables a, and 

TH deviate tromtheir va/ues in the outer region. The characteristic 

length scales, indicating the extension of the relevant transport 

processes in the plasma, can be obtained by the requirement that the time 

derivatives and the transport terms in eqs.(2.16.3-5) have the sameorder 

of magnitude. The result is 

(atom heat conduct/on) (6. 1 a I 

(electron heat conduction) x 
e 

(6. 1 b) 

(ambipolar diffusionl x a 
La (6. 1 c) 

The electron temperature B.L. thickness is seen to be the largest, whereas 

ditfusion effects are of importance only in a region close to the wal I 

withln the temperature B.L. of the heavy partic/es. The relaxation 

phenomena, which are obviously restricted to the electron temperature B.L. 

wi I I however also influence the structure of the B.L. 

Both for the sake of insight and for the minimal ization of the 

numerical effort it is advantageous if statements about the rates of 

temperature and composition relaxation can be made a priori. But such 

estimates in the therma/ B.L. are difficult, since 

- the three basic variables are described by strongly non-I inear and 

coupled partlal differentlal equations. 
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the souree terms and transport coefficients depend on these variables in 

an algebraic non-I inear fashion. 

- the boundary conditions fora and are not explicit but on the 

situation in the B.L. 

Thus one can on I y state that the i nequa I i ti es x /x » 1 and x /x » 1 e a e a 
ibit temperature and composition equilibrium respectively in large 

of the B.L .. At this point it wi I I be clear that a further 

del imitation, as that given by the characteristic length scales, is 

necessary. This may be tound in the local and instantaneous characteristic 

relaxation times T(x,tl. Therefore we return to the B.L. ions and 

relate the time derivatives with the souree termsof interest. From eq. 

(2.7a.1) we have, with respect to the mass production due to inslastic 

encounters, 

da 
dt 

M. 
I 

p 
(6.2al 

and trom eq.(2.7c.2) tor theelastic exchange of energy between electrens 

and heavy particles, 

(6.2b) 

We shal I now specity the relaxation concept by examining the behaviour of 

the toregoing rate ions (see also Broer, 1969). To this end we 

introduce a general N.E. parameter q, its equilibrium value q and eq 
x= q- q . Linearization of the souree term yields the rate equation: eq 

.Q.9. -X 
dt T 

or ix + dqeq - X 
dt dt T 

(6.2c) 

(6.2dl 

Because these equations are supposed to describe relaxation and not 

instability, T has to be positive. The term~9qcan be considered as the 

causa of N.E. due to transport and sheath phenomena. 

The I imits T + 0 and t + oo are of interest tor later calculations. 

In the present thermal Rayleigh problem it is a reasonable assumption that 

dq/dt remains finite everywhere, since spatlal discontinuities are not 

present in the gas phase. In that case it fol lows from eq.(6.2cl that 
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if T + 0 also x wil! tend to zero in the same fashion. Thus an infinite 

tast reaction process wil I lead to an instantaneous establishment of local 

equilibrium. Actually the I imit T = 0 cannot be completely real ized since 

partiele col I isions are the underlying physical mechanism. For the 

processes considered these require a time much larger than the mean tree 

time, The inequal ity T >> 's > 0 and the dep~rture trom complete 

equilibrium (öqeq F 0) are in tact the reasons that changes in q are 

possible whi Ie at the sametime the equilibrium concept in a quasi sense 

is wielded. lt is convenient to introduce at this stage the ratio T/t
00

, 

From eq. (6.2dl we obta in tor €; << 1. after an initia I period of time 
T 

of O(Tl, x =-T qeq (6.3) 

and therefore x 0 ( €; öq ) ( 6.4) 
T eq 

so that x is smal I compared with the relative varlation of q This eq 
implies that the timescale of variations in q is determined mainly by 

externa I i nf I uences, name i y the transport processes. 

In the I imit E >> 1, the "frozen" case, eq.(6.2c) shows that as far as 
T 

relaxation processes are concerned, q is nearly constant, 

llq ·X (6.5) 

In this case variations in x are determined 

Both inthefrozen and the equilibrium 

. .:!A -- dqeq 
by changes 1n qeq'dt - dt . 
case, the differentlal rate 

equation {6.2cl reduces to an algebra ie one. In the "equi 1 ibrium'' I imit 

the order of the complete set of B.L.-equations (2.16) is reduced, since 

then one or more dependent variables are el iminated by the equilibrium 

relation(sl, q = • Inthefrozen I imit, on the other hand, the souree 

term of concern sfmply drops out, which does not affect the order of the 

system of equations. 

For the speeltic case of temperature relaxation substitution of EeH 

trom eq.(2.6al into eq.(6.2b) gives 

3 
- 5 (6.6) 

Not so obvious is the case of composition relaxation. Substitution of 

eqs.(5.3l and (5.6) into eq.(6.2al leads to 

(in l 
"C 

(6.7) 
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where 

(in l 
' 

For u<< 1 eq.(6.7) can be rewritten as 

d (u-u l 2 u-u eg eg 
dt u (in l , (in l/Zu 

' eq 

( 6.8a, b) 

(6.9) 

From this expression it is seen that tor the ta i I of this relaxation 

process the characteristic time is ,<inl/2u rather than ,<Inl. lt is 
eq 

possible tobring eq.(6.7) in the standard form (6.2c), for all et, by 

means of the identifications 

{ in l 
' 

(6.10a,b) 

(6, 1 Oe) 

(M) (i nl Obviously tor u << 1 we have T = T /2et, which is a general ization 

of the result found above trom eq.(6.9l. 

Summarizing we arrive at the fol lowing classification of al I B.L. 
situations concerning the nature of the two relaxation processes considered 

eq.M re.M tr.M 

eq.E 1: eq.E - eq.M 4: eq.E - re.M 7: eq.E - fr.M. 
1 .O.D. E 2.P.D.E 2.P.D.E 

general 
re.E 2: re.E- eq.M 5: re.E - re.M 8: re.E - fr.M 

2.P.D.E 3.P.D.E 3.P.D.E 

fr.E 3: fr.E - eq.M 6: fr.E - re.M 9: fr.E - fr.M 
2.P.D.E 3.P.D.E 3.P.D.E 

where the tol lowing abbrevlatlons have been used: 
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eq. = equi I ibrium; re. relaxatlon; fr. = frozen; 

E = elastic energy transfer; M lnelastic mass transfer; 

O.D.E.: ordinary differentlal equatlon 

P.D.E.: partlal differentlal equation. 

eq.E: tempersture equilibrium. El lminate by means of the 

electron tempersture equation trom the other equations. 



Replace the -equation (2. 16,4) by TH' 
eq.M: composition equ i I i br i um. El iminate M. by means of the ion 

I 

continuity equation trom the other i ons. Replace the a 

equation (2.16.3) by the Saha equation (Appendix Al. 

fr.E: ; 0; fr.M: M. ;:; o. 
I 

The general case, 5, is described by thesetof equations {2.16) and the 

B.C. as grven by eqs.(3.4-7). Among the restricted models, the cases 1,3,7 

and 9 are special in the sense that tor time independent B.C. thesetof 

differentlal equations would reduce trom partlal to ordinary. Then 

simi larity solutions can be obtained (see Chapter IV). 

The above mentioned scheme a lso faci I itates the classification of the 

models used in the I iterature on this 

Jukes (1956) 1 and 9, but incomplete 

Fay and Kemp (1963): and 7; 7 with simplified B.C.: alz=O 0 

Camac and Kemp (1964): in principle 5, but in fact 9 due totheir 

suppression of the souree terms. 

Knöös ( 1968) : 1 

Kuiper (1968): 1 

A priori estimates are insuftielent to deelde in which partsof 

x,t space cases 1-4 and 6-9 are realistic approximations, since T(E) and 

T(M) depend strongly on a, Te and TH. A more decisive answer is obtained 

by the numerical salution of the general case 5 in the initia! stage. 

lf in a large part of the B.L.-region these T's satisty the relevant 

conditlans a more restrictive model can be appl ied. This procedure is 
. (E) (M) 

expounded in 4.2b. lt is worthwile to note that 1f T(z,tl) and T(z,tl) 

are calculated at some instant of time, t 1 , this does not mean that 

after these relaxation times equi I ibrium states wil I be reached. The 

reason is that the transport processes and the electric sheath act, 

continuously, as trying to keep the system trom equilibrium. 

Thus, with the local and instantaneous characteristic relaxation 

ti mes ca I cu I ated on basis of a numer i ca I so I ut ion, we have obta i ned 

sufficient information on the relaxation situations that preval I in all 

of the B.L .. This treatment goes beyond the analysis of Jukes (1956) 

and Knöös (1968). Their calculations were basedon the equilibrium model. 

The rates of production and depletion were calculated on the one hand by 

direct substitution of the equilibrium salution into the expresslons for 
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these rates and on the other hand by comparison with the rates toreed by 

the gradients. Considerable departures from equi I ibrium can only be 

indicated by this procedure but not treated satistactorily. 

In this chapter we several models tor the different 

phenomena occurrlng: relaxation, transport and sheath. The goa, was to 

arrive at a closed system of equations. lt should therefore be mentioned 

that the descriptlons prov1ded by these models, whlch were introduced 

separately, are assumed to remain approximately val id in the "completen 

situation. 
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IV NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

§ 4.1 lntroduction. 

The set of ions to be solvéd, (lil 2.16) 1 belengs to the class*): 

u = F (z,t,u,~ ,ut) { 1 • 1 al 
-zz - - -z-

where u is the column vector (a,Te,TH). 

More specifically, substitution of eqs.(2.16.6-7) into eqs.(2.16.3-5) 

gives, after some algebraic manipulations, rise toa set of the form 

u = t -zz ·~t + 
( 1. 1 b) 

where S stands for the souree terms which do not lnvolve derivatives of 

u and is at most quadratic in ~z· 

This torm is chosen tor numerical treatment slnce it Is the ~ost 

appropriate one in the case of sim i larity. 

The constraints are: tor t > o, <O,tl = f (~,tl 

~ (oo, t) = J.. ( 1 • 2) 

Initia! conditlans at finite z have no physical meaning since they 

represent the singular point x = 0, t = 0. However, the starting va!ues 

for the regular sol ut ion of the P.D.-problem {1. 1-2) can be found by 

salution of the boundary value prob~em for t equal to zero. 

The general properties of this P.D.-problem can be I isted as tol Jows: 

i. is a positive definite matrix, 

i i. B.C. are of a mixed Neumann/Dirichlet type 

iii. F and f are sufficiently smooth. 

Thus al I necessary conditions tor wel 1-posedness of the problem {1 .1-2) 

are satisfied. lt should be mentioned that the appearance of the 

independent variable, t, in front of the - term might affect the 

paraból ie character of the equations. The procts quoted trom I iterature 

on parabol ie equations further on in this chapter may therefore loose 

some of their val idity. Si nee the general problem is not analytica! ly 

traetabie one can acquire only partlal evidence on the behaviour of the 

*} In this chapter frequent use has been made of the subscript notatien 

as a shorthand for the representation of partlal derlvatives. 
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salution by 

1. investigating the slmpier problem: 

with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condltion. 

lt can be easily shown that, if S possesses a convergent Taylor series 

in powersof t, also u is analytic in t. This result is an indication 

of the wel 1-posedness of our P.D.-problem (1 .1-2) and of the 

appl icability of finite difference methods with respecttot also 

near t = 0. 

2. obtaining a smooth, bounded and non-oscil latory numerical solution. 

Let us abserve eqs.(l .lb) insome more detai I. The transport 

phenomena are represented by the left hand side and the second term of 

the right hand side. The relaxation processes are described by the time 

derivatives in conjunction wlth the souree terms tS. The plasma-wal I 

interaction in the electric sheath is represented by the mixed B.C. at 

the wal I. These three fundamental phenomena occur simultaneously. This 

accounts for the rather complex mathematica! description in which the 

three equations are coupled and the coefficients are strongly non-I lnear. 

So the existence of a non-trlvial analytica! salution can hardly be 

expected, even tor the restricted cases classified in § 3,6, Resort 

has been taken to numerical methods to obtain a satisfactory solution. 

The complexity of the problem prohibits the evaluatlon of all 

numerical possibi I !ties and methods. We content ourselves with the 

construction of a single.satisfactory methad of solution, which is not 

necessar i I y the optima I one. For examp Ie the treatment of the equat i ons 

in their self-adjoint form with À~T, instead of the expanded form 
aÀ a2T z äZ . + Ä]ZL, has not been explored and neither have the use of 

predietor-corrector methods. 

The similarity transformation, eqs.(lll 2.15. 1-2), was appropriate 

since in the original (x,tl-plane the domain of integration was 

semi-infinite and the auxil iary conditions were such that the l.C. could 

be incorporated lnto the B.C. tor t tending to zero. 

For B.C. that are constant in time and for vanishing source-terms the 

time dependenee does not appear explicitly anymore. The P.D.-problem 

reduces to an 0.0.-problem. The resulting solution, which is obviously 
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a tunetion of z only, is cal led a similarity solution. The advantage of 

sim i I ar i coordinates is that even in the case of non-zero souree terms 

and unsteady B.C., the transport phenomena do not give rise to explicit 

time dependence. The latter is contained tul ly in the dependenee on z. 

Therefore, computation time is saved and the accuracy of numerical results 

increased. The starting values mentfoned in conneetion with the l.C. can 

now be interpreted as a special similarlty salution (fr.E- Fr.M) for 

constant B.C. 

The idea of slmllarity prompted Camac and Kemp (1964) to neglect the 

~t - terms and to treat time as a parameter. The approximating problem, 

obtained by this so cal led "local slmilarity" approach, 

was then solved with a shooting technique with Runge Kutta integration. 

This requires a trial value for at the wal I. As can be shown for the 

simple case, = 0 and c~, the souree terms give rise to solutions 

of the type 

u(z) = 0) + 
let z (Ol/let} e + {~(0) - (Ol/let} -let z 

e 

Evidently it u (0) is not precisely chosen such that the first term of the -z 
r.h.s. vanishes an exponentlal ly growing parasitic solution is generated. 

This is in fact the reason that Camac and Kemp had to suppress the souree 

terms to such an unduly large extent (Chapter ll. Besides, the shooting 

technique for the system of three unknown functions appeared, from our 

own experience, to consume (too) much time. Therefore the local similarity 

approach was abandoned but the sim i larity transformation was retained. 

The finite ditterenee (F.D.) numerical method wasthen adopted as the 

one which is natura! ly suited tor this compl icated one-dimensional 

non-stationary problem since: 

- the domain of integration is regularly shaped, 

- the time derivatives can be included. 

- the treatment of the mixed B.C. is much easier in this way than with 

the local similarity approach. 

- error bounds tor the numerical solution can be determined. 
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The treatment with the F.D. method of the partlal differentlal problem 

stated, wi I I be explained in the course of this chapter. In section 4.2 

the characteristic features of both the problem and the method of solution 

are out! ined. The implementation of these considerations is elaborated 

in the subsequent section. Final ly in section 4.4 the accuracy of the 

numerical solutions is treated. 

The results for the general and for the tour most interesting relaxation 

models are shown in Chapter VI. Also the discussion of the physical 

features of these results and the comparison of experimental with numerical 

data are postponed unti I Chapter VI. 

§ 4.2 Analysis. 

Asthere are many excel !ent textbooks avai lable on this subject matter, 

e.g. Richtmeyer and Morton (1967) and Ames (1969), only those aspects whfch 

are relevant to the present problem wil I be briefly outl ined. The finite 

ditterenee method is basedon the approximation of derivatives by suitable 

difference quotients, obtained by a truncated Taylor expansion in a 

discrete number of so cal led grid - or mesh - points of the integration 

domain. As a result each P.D.E. is replaced by a set of algebraic 

ditterenee equations. This set is finite, because the grid can be bounded 

by the duration, t
00

, of the experiment and a value Z
00 

which is 

characteristic tor the transformed B.L. thickness (where the boundary 

condition:::_(z
00
,t) = 1 isapplied}. 

h = l!.Z: mesh i nterva I in space 

k ~ ·l!.t: mesh interval in time 

At{ 
---..,_.. 

( j+llk 

j.k 

Az 

----z 
(1-llh l.h (i+llh Fig. 4.1 The equidistant network. 
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The salution u(z.,t.) of 
I j 

at the same meshpoint of 

the P.D.E. is denoted by u. J and the salution 
I ' 

the difference equations CD.E,) by U ..• The 
l,j 

salution of a ditterenee problem can only be expected to be a reasanabie 

approximation to the salution of the corresponding wel 1-posed P •• problem 

in the mesh-points if: 

1. the discretized equations reduce to the P.D.E. in the I imit of vanishing 

interval-length (i.e., of vanishing truncation error). This is cal led 

consistency. 

2. the salution of the D.E.-problem is stabie (i.e., remains finite in a 

finite time interval). 

The eqJivalence theorem of Lax states that these requirements arealso 

sufficient conditlans tor converganee when I inear P.D.E. with constant 

coefficients are concerned. Obviously lt is stabi I ity and not consistency 

that rnay cause problems. 

The accuracy of the solution, which is strongly related to the 

aforementioned properties but also to computation time, has to be 

investigated further. One can do this by 

i. Vary i ng the ti me a nd space i ncrements. The so I ut i on shou I d fo I I ow 

this in a way corresponding to the orders of the local truncation 

errors and remain stable. 

i i. Disturbing the auxi I iary data si ightly. Si nee the salution must 

depend continuously on t1ese data the smal I disturbances should 

give risetosmal I changes in the solution. 

i i i. Applying a ( ially) different numerical method ( if possible). 

iv. Applying the method toa reduced problem that can also be solved 

analytically (Jongen, 1971). 

v. Applying stabi I ity analysis to the I inearized equations (Richtmeyer 

and Morton, 1967). 

The results obtained with i i i., iv. and v. cannot be extrapolated with a 

suftleient degree of certainty. 

§ 4.2a Discretization scheme. 

Because of the complexity of the problem,we confine ourselves to 

simple discretization schames in which the representation of time 

derivatives requires only two successive levels, j and j + 1 ,and the 

first and secend orderspace derivatives require three grid 
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points, + 1, i and i- 1. Within this limitation, which in general gives 

rise toa local truncation error of 0(h 2 + k), it makes sense to 

distinguish two I imiting possibil ities: 

-forward explicit scheme. The unknown tunetion value at the advanced 

time level j + 1 is involved at one grid point only so that it can be 

expl icitly related to known va lues at the j - th level. 

- backward impl icit scheme. Unknown variables in three grid points at the 

advanced time level are (implicitly) coupled with one known value at the 

j - th I eve I. 

Though the first scheme is easiest in programming and requires the lowest 

number of tunetion evaluations it has severe drawbacks in the present 

situation. For parabol ie problems the influence of the B.C. is poorly 

represented and instab i I i ty ar i ses unI ess the ti me step, k, is made 

i neonven i ent I y sma I I • 

Obviously any I inear combination of the two schemes can be taken. 

Of these, the Crank Nicolson (C.N.) scheme is advantageous because the 

truncation error is smal I, namely of order h2 + k2 • Furthermore schemes 

that have the sameorder of accuracy in time and space are preferred, 

since, if hand k are reduced by the same factor, the ratio of the space 

and time discretization errors does not change. 

When the C.N. scheme was appl ied to our ·problem, bounded osci llations 

in time appeared. This was not really surprising since 

1. trom I iterature (Crandall, 1955) it is known that at relatively large 

k, dependent on the smoothness of the solution, bounded osci llations 

are possible even tor linear equations. According to Smalderen (1975) 

this wi 11 be probably even worse in the case of N.L.-equations. 

These osci llations do not occur when a backward impl icit method is used. 

2. Douglas (1959) mentioned the possibility of asciilating solutions for 

C.N. representation of B.C. of the mixed type. 

3. The occurrence of many widely separated time scales in the physics of 

our problem may induce certain aspectsof stittness in the numerical 

problem, which in the C.N.-case may generate instability (see § 4.2c). 

Forthese reasons we resorted to the backward impl icit scheme, which 

is always stable, although it needs smaller time-steps than C.N. tor 

sufticient accuracy. 
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§ 4.2b Stiffness. 

For the inner iteration process a successive substitution methad was 

chosen. Th is method, when it converges, does so I inearly. lt appeared that 

a non-zero value of the souree terms, t~, often led to an undamped 

oscil latory behaviour. lt was found that this instabil ity occurred when the 

time step becomes a considerable fraction of the smal lest I inearized 

relaxation time, i.e., when kh(E) ~ 0.2. In that case instability is 

observed first at the z-value where ,<El(z,t) has a minimum. 

--- --

I 
I t<M> 

(!v1) --i-+--!min 
I 

I I I 

(El I t(E) 

tmin --t +---+ 
I 
I 
I 

0 z<Mlz<E> z(Ml !El z.., -z 
mm 2mrn 

Fig. 4.2 Typical ,(EJ and ,(MJ profiles. 

A further confirmatien that the stiffness of the equations is the real 

ca u se tor numerica I instab i I ity, was obta i ned by neg I eet of the el ast ie 

energy transfer mechanism as wel I as by consideration of a different 

initia! pressure. The predictabie changes in the relaxation tiMes led to 

instabi I ity at k-va lues again given by k; 0.2 '· 

In tigure 4.2 the magnitude of the minimum time of interest, 

t 0( 1 is a lso indicated. lt is seen that whereas tor z < 
(M) 

min ' z 
CEl a re.E - re.M description is necessary, tor z > z an eq.E - eq.M 

description is possible. The numerical treatment as proposed so far and 

as appl ied to the general re.E- re.M descri ion in the whole z-region, 

is restricted to k ~ 0.2T(~l. With t = 0(1 l, T(~) • 0(10-7secl and m1n oo m1n 
a computation time per time step of 0(102sec) on the computer used 

(Burroughs B 6700) the total computation time becomes excessively large, 
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0(1 ). Clearly this is mainly due to 11computing" the equilibrium 

situation with both unnecessarily general equations and an inappropriate 

numerical technique. In order to exclude the first objection a re. re.M 

d I . ht b I . d f ( M) E M f ( M) ( E) d mo e m1g e app 1e or z < z , re. - eq. or z . < z < z an 
(El 

eq.E- eq.f\-1 for z < z < Z
00 

However, this requires numerical Matching 

of the solutions of different sets of equations at unknown time 

boundaries. The tedious procedure of predietien- testing- correction 

required,does not seem the right method. Furthermore, error-bounds wi I I be 

difficult to obtain. 

A NewTon I inearization appl ied to the souree terms only of the general 

re.E- re.M model description in the whole z-region appeared to be far more 

successful. is quadratically convergent iteration method can be easi ly 

explained by consideration of the 11 relaxation part 11 of the equations, e.g.~ 

s , which is simp I ified to at -~ for the purpose of 
T 

discussion. 

1 l (n+1) 
Then k ai,j+ 1 

so that 
( n+1) 

a i ,J +1 
a. · _ e [g/gN 

I ,j - ~ 

1 + E: 

1 r (n) (n) 
- g (a. J 1) + 9 (a. . 1) 
T 1 1 + a I,J+ 

[ (n+1) (n) Jl 
ai ,j+1 - a i ,j+1 

( n) ] 
a i, j+l (2.4) 

where e: = - k and the argumentsofgaand g have been ómitted. The 

superscript (n) denotes the number of iterations. For Ie:! << 1 this 

treatment reduces to imple successive substitution, but in contrast to 

the latter the Newton method converges for al I e: except for e: close to -1. 

4.2c Treatment of large gradients. 

The decreasing influence of the three transport phenomena with 

increasing distance from the wal I is reflected in the shape of the a, TH 

and even Te-profiles. Since 

~/-az -
i 

u 

it is understandable that in regions where large and ly varying 

der i vat i ves are present ( near the wa I I ) , h has to be chosen sma I I in order 
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to obtain satisfactory accuracy. Again this might prohibit computation 

because of excessive computation time. Therefore the similarity coordinates 

(z,tl are stretched. The prof i les suggest a coordinate transforMation of 

the type v ~ z~, whereas the B.C. suggest T as an appropriate choice. 

Such transformatlans do notchange the equations trom the similarity 

point of view, see Lonngren et al. (1975). An equidistant network with 

about 102 intervals in v-space showed in the grid points near the wal I, as 

expected, the sameorder of accuracy as a netwerk of about 104 intervals 

in z-space. Therefore al I further calculations were performed in v,T-space. 

The transformation rules (z,t) + <v,Tl imply: 

a2 a2 1 a 
3VZ - 'LfV3" äV 

§ 4.3 Elaboration. 

Suppose that the solution U is known at some instant of time: 

(2.5) 

tj jk. The appl ication of the backward ditterenee scheme to eq.(l .la) 

provides the fol lowing impl icit algorithm for the determination of the 

sol ut ion at tj+l = (j + 1 Jk: 

1 
1)7 

where 

z -J,J+ -J,j ~ 
uo u .. 1-u. ·j 

Qi,j+1 "!. ih,(j+l)k, Qi,j+l,-h-Qi,j+l'-'-..L.I<-k:-'-__;..L.>'-. (3. 1) 

c;2 u = u - 2 u. . 1 + u z -i ,j+l -1+1 ,j+l -l,j+ i-1 ,j+l (3,2a) 

(u. 1 j 1 - u. 1 • 1 ) 12 
-1+,+ J-,j+ 

(3.2b) 

These are N.L.-equations In U. 1 . 1, U .. 1, U. 1 . 1 so that a unique 
-J- ,J+ -J,j+ -J+ ,j+ 

salution does not necessarily exist. For regular parabol ie equations, it 

has been proved by Douglas (1956) and Lees (1959) that the solution U of 

eq.(3.2) converges to the solution u of eq.(l,ll when an appropriate inner 

iteration procedure is appl led. We have rewritten eq.(3.1 J such that the 

dependent variables and their basic derivatives al I appear quasi-I inearly. 

This form is optima I si nee it simulates I inearity and thus favours 

stabi I ity when an iterative method is appl ied: 
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= 1/!1 u + 1/12 u + W3 ~t + :1!.4 (3,3) 
-z -= = 

witr ( z, t ·~·~z'~t) !1. " 1 ,2,3 (3,3a) 

:1!.4 = S!.4 (u) (3.3b) 

Backward discretization of eq.(3.3) together with Newton I inearization of 

the souree terms .t4 and successive substitution of the other terms gives: 

with 
( n) 

u< n+1) 
-i ,j+1 

1 
( n) JlO z U ( n+ 1 ) ,,, ( n) 

Yl • h -i,j+l + '1'2 • 

[
u{n+ll _ u<nl] 
-i,j+l -i,j.,. 1/J{n+1) 

k _ .. 

[ 
.. (n) ]löz (n) 

1/J I h, ( j + 1 ) k, U. . 
1 

, -h- U. , 
1

, 
=!1. -1 ,j+ -1 ,j+ 

(n+l) 
,j+l 

u<nl u .. 
-f .j+1 k- -I,J 1 

( n '] [ . <l!/:.4] ~ • d 1ag ~ 

(3.4) 

(3,4a) 

(3.4b) 

In the tirst iteration the "coefficlents" 1jl are approximated with 

the known values of the deoendent variables at tj = jk. The three 

equations (3.4) are not solved simultaneously but in succession, in order 

to obtain easily salvabie tridiagonal matrix ions. This gives rise 

tosome loss in convergence of the iteration procedure, but the main cause 

of divergence, the souree terms, are treated with Newton I inearization 

which has a stabi I izing effect. Since the three equations of the set are 

treated as equations for ~. and the Newton I inearization is I imited 

to the a-dependence of S(~) in the a-equation etc. 
31/J4 

Moreover, each diagonal element of diag - is replaced by a constant W 

representing its average value over the nterval (Bel !man et al., 1961). 

In the combined iteration, within each equation separately and between 

the equations of the set mutual ly, it appeared to be fruittul with regard 

to the speed of convergence, to iterate first a tew times in successJon 

in the equation separately. The complete sequence of iterations is stopped 

when suftleient convergence is obtained: when for each component 

L;j+l and for all i, 

I U ( n + 1 l - U ( n) I < 10-5 

In all cases this condition is satisfied tor n = 6. 
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As an example let us consicter the a-equation~ written in the form: 

0 (3.5) 

The time derivatives of and TH have been embodied in the coefficient 

in order to arrive at a tridiagonal set. The separation into A6a
2 

+ A7a 

is of course not unique. Therefore the equations were solved for two 

arbitrary choices. The solutions coincided in a satisfactory way. 

Next we perfarm the coordinate transformation (2.5) 

0 (3.6} 

Backward implicit discretization gives, for 1 ~ <![. N-1 

(n) 
d. CL , (3.6a) 

I I 1 J 

where 
(n) h(A~n) 1 a. 1 - v. --) 
I I 2v. 

I 

( n) 
2 -

( n) 
c. a. 

I I 

b~n) 2 + 4 V~ h2 f Ain) - 1.::..!_ [2<J+1 >wk2 A(n) A~n)(T(n) - T 
I I 2 + 1 + 

ej+1 e. 
J 

+ A(n)(T (n) - T >]] 
r Ai n) 

3 Hj+ 1 Hj 

d:n) - 4 V~ h2 (j+l) -
2
- a .. (j+ 1) [s(n) + Wa~n) ]j 

I I I,J 0 I ,j+ 1 

Th is is a tridiagonal system of N-1 I inear equations with N+1 unknowns. 

This set is completed by inclusion of the B.C. in (v,Tl-space: 

) 

~I 
(\V 

(3.7al 

(3. 7b) 

l 
Since V

00 
= z~ is not fixed betarehand it is determined by trial and error. 

Too large values caused smal I overshoot insome of the a-profiles, and 

too smal I va lues led to discontinuity in the gradients of the dependent 

variables at V
00

• The magnitude of V
00 

can be chosen smal Ier tor a and 

than for T • 
e 
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. ( n+ 1) ( n+ 1) 
From (3.7a) 1t follows that a 1 . 1 a 1 . 1• Note that the mesh-points 

- ,j+ ,j+ 
(-1,j+1) are added to the original netwerk. Comparison of eq.(3.7a) with 

eq.(3.6) . . t .,z g1vesr1se o:o·al ~=Z(Aa't 
3VZ v=O,T 8 

Th is and the symmetry mentioned leads to: 

( n) ( n+ 1 ) 
a a . + 

(n) (n+1) (n) (n+1) 
0 -1,j+1 ao,j+1 +co a1,j+1 

with 
(n) 

0 a 
0 

( n) 
c 

0 

b(n) [-1 -A~n) (j+1 )kh2 A(n) 
0 - 9 

( n+1) 
From eq.(3.7b) we have: aN,j+l = 1 

h2] 

0 (3.7c) 

(3.7d) 

Addition of eqs.{3.7c-dl to the set (3.6al leadstoa complete set of 

( N+·1 l-equat i ons. The eff i c i ent Thomas a I gor i thm has been a pp I i ed to so I ve 

this set. This method has been shown to be stabie tor round-off errors 

as long as diagonal dominanee (for each i: lb. 1~1a. l+lc.l) is assured 
I I I 

( von Posenberg, 1969). 

The salution of (1.1-2) tor t equals zero, is obtained with essentially 

the same method. The inner iteration procedure is then initiated with 

estimated values tor a(z,O), z,O) and TH(z,Ol. Linear lnterpolation 

between estimated values of U atv= 0 and the value 1 atv • is 

chosen. No dependenee of the salution on the estimates was found when 

the process converged. This is convincing evidence for stabil ity. Another 

pecularity in this starting value problem was the incompatibil lty of the 

a-B.C. at T • 0 with these equations. The term A9a in eq.(3.7a) appeared 

to be too smal I to obtain converganee of the iteration process. This has 

been overcome artificially by means of a larger value of A9 at t•O 

on!y. 

In order to obtain the variables as functions of the 

original physlcal coordinates (x' i' t 1 j) a back transformation is applied. 

The coordinates <z 1, tjl associated with mesh-point <v 1,Tjl are given by: 
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From eqs. (lil 2.8.3 and lil 2.15.2) it follows that 
2. 2. r x 

00 j_ r x~ - t~ dz f. dz ( 3. 9a) 
I 0 p j 0 j 

t'. t tj (3.9b) 
J 00 

The i ntegra I i n eq . ( 3 . 9a ) is evaluated with a trapezoidal i ntegrat i on 

method. Since the netwerk in (z,tl-space is not equidistant {see Flg.4.3), 

this ~ethod has to be adapted to varying intervals, h
1

• 

The magnitude of h
1 

following from eq.(3.8a), is: 

h. = ( 2 i -1 ) h2 
I 

hj_1 2 Î-1 h' Zj h' Zj 1 h' 2 

(3.10) 

1,_...;. ___ -41h /h o/~o--(Z,t)-OOm~" 
--<D-__.!..!.---<>-...:..:...-o---=.~>-_.:..:-o.;;;_-_________ ( v, t:}- domain 

Vj -1 Vj 

Fig. 4.3 Transfo~ation of mesh interval size. 

This gives for the modified integration method: 

x~ 
I 

hi 2i-1 
+ 2 (fi+fi-1 l = xl-1 + -2- h (fi+fi-1) 

4.4 Accurac~. 

(3.11) 

The accuracy of the numerical salution has to be larger (by an order 

of magnitude, sayl than the accuracy of the different physical models, to 

be sure that the appropriate equations have been solved. The B.L.-equations 

are asymptotic I imits of the general macroscopie conservation equations. 
+_!_ 

The ratio of the terms retained to the terms neglected is OCR 2
) = 0(10+ 3). 

The models used for the description of transport, relaxation and sheath 

phenomena are not supposed to have higher accuracy than OC1Q-l), The 

accuracy of the results of the experiment is at best 0(10-2 ). In view of 

these considerations it seems amply sufficient to achleve numerical results 
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accurate to within 0(10- 2 ). This poses upper bounds for hand k. 

We confined ourselves to an equidistant regular network mainly since the 

determination of error bounds is simplest in that case. Non-equidistant 

discretization may lead to larger inaccuracy (Saul'yev, 1964) and can even 

spo i I the salution completely (Crowder and Dal ton, 1971; Browning et al , 

1973). 

In order to estimate the error-bounds of the numerical solution, ~. 

we wi I I consider a component of the exact salution 

U<v.,T.l =U. J(h,kl + R. J (h,kl 
I j I 1 I 1 

(4.1) 

From the general theory (Richtmeyer and Morton, 1967) it seems reasanabie 

to expect a global truncation error of the form 

R .. (h, kl = c 1 k + c2 h2 + higher orders 
I' j 

(4.2) 

since the stabie backward impl icit scheme is appl ied. The coefficients 

c 1 and c2 are unknown but depend on the coordinates vi, Tj only. From 

eq.(4.2l it can easily be derived that asymptotical ly (h,k + Ol 
h k 1 

R(2'4l ~(h,kl, so that with eq.(4.1l 

R. J 
h k 

= ~ r u .. h k - u. ( h, kl] (4.3al 
I' 

(2'4) I ,j (2'4) l,j 

R. J ( h, kl = ~ [u .. h k - u. ( h, kl] (4.3bl 
I' I ,j (2'4) l,j 

Fi rst we consider the numerical salution with h 3. 1 6 1 o-2 at t=O in the 

point V. = 1 .26, :rj = o. 
I 

Cl T TH e 

u (h,Ol 0.9983 0.9378 0.70695 

u h 0.9968 0.9399 o. 70675 (~,0) 

u (~,0) - U(h,Ol 0.15 10-2 0.21 10-2 0.2 10-3 
1--k 

0.5 10-3 0.7 10-3 0.7 1 o-4 R <2,4l 

Next, consideration of the numerical salution of the general problem in 

the mesh-point vi 1.26, tj = 0.2 with h = 3.16 10-2 and k = 0.1 leads to 
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Ct I T 
e 

u ( h, k) 0.511 0.8543 0. 7924 

u (.b. _Is_) 
2'4 

0.546 0.8535 0.7970 

u h k (2•4) - u ( h 1 k) 0.35 10-1 0.8 10-3 0.46 10-2 

0.15 10-1 
I 

0.27 10-3 0.15 10-2 

Especial ly in a a relatively high inaccuracy is observed. This can be 

easily dimlnished by reduction of the interval-lengths. However, with 

the present (h,k) combination we are near the maximum of acceptable 

amount of computation time. Since no souree terms are present in the 

restricted models estimates of the errors in these cases appear to be 

an order of magnitude smal Ier. 

Acknowledgement: The author is very much indebted to Dr. H.J.L. Hagebeuk 

for his important contributions to this numerical 

a na I ys is. 
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V EXPERIMENT 

§ 5.1 lntroduction. 

In this chapter a two-wavelengths laser schl leren device is discussed 

as a suitable d nostic ~ethod to study partlal ly ionized manatomie gases 

in which large gradients occur. The refractive index gradient as a tunetion 

of time at a fixed positlon is found by measuring the schl leren deviatlon 

of a laser-beam. From the results, taken at two different wavelengths, both 

atom and electron number densities are derived. This ~ethod is extensively 

investigated by Vrugt (1976) in lts one wavelength version in conneetion 

with hls study of heat transport coefficients in noble gases. 

In section 5.2 the choice of the measuring technique is motivated on 

basis of the characteristic features of the thermal B.L. Next, the method, 

lts possibi I ities and its I imltations are discussed. How the ensuing 

conditlans can be imposed on the optica! sltuation in the B.L. is shown 

In section 5.4. This chapter ends with a description of theset-upand of 

the cal lbration. Comparison of experimental with theoretica! results is 

postponed unti I V I. 

§ 5.2 Motivation for the cnoice of measuring technique. 

From thesetof equations (111.2. 16) it can beseen that tor a unique 

specificatien of the state of the N.E. thermal B.L. tour parameters have 

to be known as tunetlans of time and space, for example the set: p,ne, 

and Te. An important requirement on the measuring techniques to record 

this or an equivalent set of quantities, is that the one-dimensional ity 

remains unaffected. Thls leaves mainly e.m.-diagnostics and flat probes, 

mounted flush in the wal I as possibi I ities for quantitative measurements. 

Obviously, such flat probes can only measure quantities at the gas-wal I 

interface. Within the range of val idity of the B.L. approximation, the 

pressure in the B.L. can be determined at the end wal I. The electron 

temperature and density can in principle be determined with a spectroscopie 

or a laser scattering technique. Apart from presently not belng aval lable 

to us, these methods do have drawbacks in the present B.L. situation. 

Th is is mainly due to the slab-I ike contiguration wlth large gradients 

near sol id wal Is. Extra difficulties are the N.E. situation and the high 
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density, low-temperature character of the plasma. Hence it is ditticuit 

todetermine Te(x,tl in this B.L. with confidence. Therefore we shall 

focus on the information on ne and na, derivable from changes in the 

propagation of incident e.m. waves. 

The elastic interaction of radiation with matter (hv<k
8 

Tlon = hv
10

n; 

hv I hvkt i.e., no resonance radiation) is determined by a parameter known 

as the complex wave number, k, 

k = 2rr/À + iS = 2rr vN/c + iS 
0 

( 2.1) 

where B is the attenuation "constant", N the phase refractive index and 

c
0 

the speed of I ight in vacuum. For frequencies much larger than the 

plasma frequency, vp, and the average col lision frequency, veH' neither 

absorption nor reflection of the incident radiation occurs. The plasma 

frequency is defined as 

(2.2) 

Optica! methods based on information about changes in the phase velocity 

of incident radiation, are cal led active. These visual ize the refractive 

index field. On the other hand, spectroscopy which is basedon information 

obtained from the I ight emitted by the plasma itself, is called passive. 

Optica! methods have the advantage of not disturbing the plasma noticeably, 

at the expense of being I imited to: 

veH' vp << v < vion 

v I vkt 
(2.3a) 

which in our density regime implies radiation in the infra red CI.R.l 

and the visible region: 

(2.3b) 

An important advantage of optica! methods is their appl icabi I ity even in 

the N.E. situations of the types encountered in this study. 

Refractive index fieldscan be "visual ized" in two different 

quantitative ways based on the fol lowing principles. The first is, that 

the presence of the refractive index field leads to phase changes' that 

can be measured by means of interference. The second is, that inhomogeneous 
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N-fields influence the direction of propagation. This is cal led schl leren 

deviation. 

Alpher and White (1959) were the flrst to show that bath n
8 

and "a 

can in principle be determined when two different values of the wavelength, 

À, are used. The choice of these wavelengths, within the restrietion posed 

by eq.(2.3bl, depends also on the spatlal resolutlon requlred: In our case 

we should have À/X
00 

<< 1, which colnetdes with the left hand inequality 

of (2.3b). This al Jowed for the choice of the camman continuous helium-neon 

laser I ightsources with wavelengths: 

0. 6328 10-6 m 4.7 1014 

1 • 1523 1 o-6 m 

Both the interterametrie and the schl leren methad can be appl led to 

the present situation and probably a combination would be best. In tact, 

we appl led a laser schl leren technlque, i.e., the deviation of a laser 

beam trom lts propagation para! lel to the end wal I was detected as a 

tunetion of time. There are some arguments in favour of this choice. The 

use of a laser beam: 

enables us to perfarm a direct and quantitative measurement as a tunetion 

of time; however, at one fixed position only. 

- faci I itates, because of its speetral purity and high intenslty, the 

suppression of unwanted plasma radiatlon. 

- is convenient tor an easy al ignment and diafragmatien due to lts wel I 

detined and characteristic "spatial" properties: the "smallness" of 

both width and natura! divergence. 

Schl leren has some advantages over interferometry in the present 

experlmental situation since: 

- streng gradients, induced by the heat transport phenomena, cause 

scnl leren deviations anyhow. These have to betaken into account In an 

accurate evaluation of interferometric signals. 

the viscous and thermal B.L. along the side wal Is increase the optica! 

path length. This contributes directly to the interterametrie signa I. 

A schl leren system on theether hand is sensitive only to varlatlens 

perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the I ight beam. 

For the determination of the state of the outer region, when uniform, the 

schl leren methad cannot be appl i ed. Then an interterametrie technique is 
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obviously a good choice. In the subsequent section the two wavelength 

laser schl leren method wil I be described. 

5.3 Two wavelength Laser Schl leren Method. 

5.3a 

In geometrical opties the propagation of a I ightray is described by 

the differentlal equation (Born and Wolf, 1970): 

L(N a!:.) grad N as as ( 3. 1 ) 

in which!:. is the position vector describing the raypath, s is the 

arc-length along the ray and Nstandsfor the refractive index of the 

medium. Geometrical optiescan be considered to be a good approximation 

on I y, if 

À/L « 1 (3.2) 

where L is a characteristic length over which the refractive index changes 

not iceab I y. 

Sch I i eren is the name for the effect that in an optica I i nhomogeneou s 

medium a I ightray is deflected in the direction of i.ncreasing refractive 

index. We deal with a one-dimensional inhomogeneity of thickness, zl' 

(see Fig.5.1) in which the gradient of the refractive index is 

perpendicular to the raypath. From eq.(3.1) it tol lows in first order 

approximation that the angle of deflection is proportlonal to the gradient 

of the refractive index.*) 

, si nee N ; 1 (3.3) 

The refractive index of a plasma is in general a tunetion of the number 

densities of theconstltuentsand of the waveleng:th. For the conditlans 

*l Here the prime indicates differentlation with respect to the x-coordinate. 
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z 
0 

Fig. 5.1 Propagation of a light ray through a one-dimensional 
inhomogeneity. 

encountered in our experiments it appears that the fol lowing expression 

is va I i d ( see appendix 8), 

... (3.4) 

So the electron contribution is highly dispersive, whereas the contribution 

of the heavy particles depends only si ightly on wavelength si nee 

>> Ag/À 2 for al I À of interest. By a simultaneous measurement of the 

deflection angles 01 , and 02 , corresponding to two different wavelengths, 

Àl and Àz, one can deduce the gradients of both electron- and atom number 

dens it i es. 

In practice we deal with two continuous laser beams instead of 

I ightrays. In an optically uniforr'l medium (N = N
0

) such laserbeams are 

characterized by (see Siegman, 1971; and Fig.5.2) 

1. a radius, w,given by w(z) w (r +4 G:z:zY) t (3.5) 

Here w = w ( z
1
) is the wa i st of the I aserbeam, i.e., the radius of the beam 

at its narrowest part, z = (in this chapter z denotes the ie 

coordinate along which the undisturbed laserbeam propagates; this should 

not be confused with the simi larity coordinate). The natura! beam 
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divergence is given by 

V =: 3w/3z (3.6) 

2. a Gaussian intensity distribution I (r,z) 

I (r,z) = I (O,z) exp [ -2r2 /w2] (3, 7) 

The propagation of a Gaussian beam is completely specified by two 

parameters only, e.g. by the magnitude and position of the waist (w,zw), 

lt is therefore common practice <Yariv, 1975) to introduce the so cal led 

complex beam radius, q, 

In termsof q, the beam propagation can bedescribed simply as: 

Fig. 5.2 

w 

z«z0 

plane wave 

Laser beam geometry, z = 0. w 

w<zl 

(3.8) 

(3.8a) 

The actual propagation of a laserbeam, when passing a one-dimensional 

optica! inhomogeneous medium such as the ionized thermal B.L., is somewhat 

more compl icated than the first order behaviour of a I ightray as sketched 

in eq.(3.3). lt is not obvious that higher order effectscan be neglected, 

since the beam radius is not negl igibly smal I with respect to the B.L. 

thickness. lt wil I be shown, however, that these effects in a square low 
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medium 

(3.9) 

can be minimized to such an extent, that the schl leren description 

according to eq.(3.3) holds. 

Marcuse (1972) gives a general discussJon of the propagation of 

Gaussian beams through non-absorbing inhomogeneities obeying eq.(3.9). 

More specificial ly, Vrugt (1976) shows that the B.L. acts as a thick gas 

lens and that the description of the laser beam propagation through this 

square law medium can be split up into two parts: 

a. a description according to geometrical opties of the imaging of the 

central axis of the beam, which is shifted with respect to the gas 

lens axis. 

b. a wave optical description of the imaging of the Gaussian beam by the 

same lens, such that the axes of beam and lens coincide. 

ad a. The description is given by the I inear transformation: 

xm + NI/Nttl = - xm + N
1 
/N" I 

(3.1 Ol 

where 

X I 
L 

xo, x I 
0 

XL' 
X I 

L 
ct "' ö 

8 = (zl/pl 

x 

Xm 

N'/N" 

position 

position 

cosh ( p); 

sinh (pl; 

principal 
planes 

I 
I 
+---
I 

hl 

and 

and 

y 

p = 

slope of 

X I 
0 

the 

slope of the 

(p/zl) sinh 

IN 11 z · 
L' 

entering I ightray at z = 

leaving I ightray at z = 

( p}; 

aXIS 

--------70 ~------~~-------------------------Z ZL Zo 

Fig. 5.3 The boundary layeP as a thick lens, x
0 

= xm, x;= 0, p << 1. 

0 
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Substitution of x = x and x 1 

o m o 0 i n eq. ( 3. 1 0 l I ead s to 

NI p 
xl 1 = N" sinh (p) (3.11a l 

NI 
xl - xm N" (cosh (pl - 1) (3.11 bl 

For x 1 << 1, eq.(3.11al speelties the deflection angle ~~x 1 

L L 
N' 

$ = si nh ( pl (3.12al 

The leading term in the expansion of the hyperbol ie tunetion in eq.(3.12a) 

equals the first order schl leren deflection as given by eq.(3.3l. 

The displaceMent of the central axis at the exit of the inhomogeneity, 

z is given by 

This induces at the detection site D, z = 

u ( 

(z0 >> zl) a displacement 

+ N"z 2 /6} 
L 

(3. 12b) 

: Obviously the (x-dependent) inhomogeneity (3,9) does notaffect the 

y-dependence of the beam. The x-dependent part of the intensity 

distribution remains Gaussian but its "geometry" is influenced in general 

a shift in both position and magnitude of the walst. The complex beam 

radius, when leaving the negative thick lens, is given by: the "apparent" 

analogy to eq.(3.10l: 

aq(O) + 8 
yq(Ol + o 

where a, S, y and o are defined as in eq.(3.10l. 

§ 5.3b Detection. 

(3.13) 

In order to obtaln ne(x,t) and na(x,t), the displacement of the beam 

axis (u~ N1 (n 1 n 'll is measured as an integrated intensity varlation 
e ' a 

means of a spl itting prism. 
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Fig. 5.4 The aplitting priam. 

The total amount of I ight, reflecting on one side of the spl itting prism, 

depends on the deviation, u, of the axis of the Gaussian beam as 

u "" 
j j exp 

(3.14) 

S ( 0, z
0

) [ 1 + erf ( v)] , v = 

In practice, the relative signa! variation, R, is detected, 

. s - s 
+ 

R (u,z0 l = ~--~- erf Cv l (3, Hal 

The use of the spl itting prism is advantageous si nee symmetrie 

perturbations, such as laser intensity fluctuations and I ight from the 

plasma are suppressed to a large extent. 

For reasens of simp! icity, sensitivity and accuracy (the possibi I ity 

of systematic errors is reduced) we restriet ourselves to the approximately 

I inear of the error tunetion around v = 0. The reduction of erf v 

to 2v/ln introduces a relative error of less than 2% tor 2v/lrr < 0.25. 

Since is large with respect to z
0 

and zl, substitution of eqs.(3.5) 

and {3.12b) into (3.15a) leads to 

( 3. 1 5b) 

This equation shows that the sensitivity of this schl leren device, R/N 1 , 

can be adjusted tosome extent by varlation of the walst magnitude. A 

minimum bound on R of about 0.02 is set the I imited measuring accuracy. 
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The va lues 0.25 and 0.02 correspond to two hyperbelas in the (N 1 ,wl-plane, 

that bound an area in which measurements can be easi ly interpreted. 

Fig. 5,5 Area of measurements. 

Fora given experimentat conditionone can estimate the maximum vatue of 

N1 that wil I occur in the B.L. at a certain xm. The upper hyperbola then 

gives the beam walst to be chosen for maximal sensitivity, wh.i Ie the tower 

hyperbola gives a measure for the minimal N1 detectable. 

§ 5.3c Expansion of laserbeam induced by the boundary layer. 

A laserbeam passing a thick lens wi 11 in general undergo an apparent 

shift in both waist magnitude and position. This gives rise toa different 

beam radius at the detection site which, if nottaken into account, might 

leadtoa misinterpretation of the s I. This effect is not present, if 

the complex beam radius, at the exit plane, equals its value corresponding 

toa situatlon without B.L. This requires: 
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q( ) " q(Q) + = ag(Ol + S (3. 16) yq( 0) + 6 

The rea I and imaginary parts of eq. ( 3. 16 l yield speeltic values tor (w,zwl 

(- 2z ) 2 )i .. 
(zL/ko)2 + (p coth p-n(ko~ q 

w 

I (3.17al 

"' (zL2/(3ko2))" 

z'" 
w zL/2 (3.17b) 

For the wavelengths we deal with this leads to w (À 1 ) = 4.9 1o-s 1)1, 

w (À 2) = 6.7 10-5 m, when N" equals zero. However, it is not always 

possible to adjust wat the value w"' and to have a sufficiently large 

schl leren signa I at the same time. Consequently, the influence of a 

varlation in w( on the signa I detected should be analyzed, From eq.(3. 14) 

in first order approximation it can be derived that 

ow/w (3. 18) 

where oR = R - R , ow = w - w and the subscripts x and y refer to 
x y x y 

cartesian coordlnates and at the same time to situations with and without 

inf.luence of the B.L. 

From equation (3.5) we have: 

wy<z0 l = w ( 1 + 4 (:~-:~ry (3. 19a) 

and trom eq.(3.13)) 

qx<zol 
= aq(Q) + B itfollows that yq( 0) + 0 + ( 2 D - 2 L) 

wx(zD) w (a2 c-azwry (3.19b) +4 ~ 
0 

where a a + y(z0 -

b B + a( - zl) 

For N" = 100m-2, which Is a large value in our sltuation, w and w at 
x y 

z0 and zL are depicted in tigure 5.6 as functions of the beam walst. 

This plot shows that the B.L. might induce significant expansion of the 

x-component of the laserbeam for waists larger than w*. Forsmal I waists 

the B.L. has very little influence on the beam radius. 
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Fig. 5.6 Laser beam expaneion induaed by the boundary layer 
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Combining eqs.(3.18l and (3.19) we arrive at: 

OW 
w 

( 
b-azw)2 t 

a 2 + 4 ~ 
' 0 

1 + 4 

- 1 (3.20) 

Curves of constant öR/R in the (zw,wl-plane are shown for two values of 

N" (50 and 100 l tor both wavelengths in figures 5.7 a,b, 

The fol lowing rules can be obtained trom these figures: 

i. For relatively smal I values of N" there is no reason torestriet w 

to the value w*. Then the sensitivity can be adapted to the situation 

by a proper choice of the beam walst. 

i i. When very large va lues of N" are expected, such that w has to be equal 

to w* to suppress beam expansion effects, certainly also second order 

schl leren effects have to be taken into account. This can be done to 

some extent by substitution of estimated values of N" in eq.U.12b). 
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Figs. 5.7 a,b Influenae of position and magnitude of the waist on the 
saklieren signal R (same parameters as in Fig.5.6). 

§ 5.3d Summarizing remarks. 

The proposed two wavelengths laser schl leren method has been shown 

useful and lts results simply interpretabla under the fol lowing conditions. 

1. Thesecondorder model (3,9) should properly describe the inhomogeneous 

situation under investigatlon. 

2. Second order derivatives of the refractive index should have neg! igible 

i nf I uence 

i. on the deflection of the central axis of the beam. This second 

order schl i eren effect is smal! if (see eq.(3.12b) 

N"z 2 /6 « 1 
L 

( 3. 21) 
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i i. on the shape of the intensity distribution. A suftleient condition 

tor this can be tound trom eq.(3.20). 

3. The resolving power with respect to the determination of n~ and 

n' on n' /n 1 , and the wavelengths used, ÀI and Ä2 • Since the 
a e a 

latter are fixed, bounds are posed on n' /n' . 
e a 

In sectlon 5.4 the preceedlng requirements are consldered in more detail 

for this B.L. investigation on basis of eq.E- eq.M model calculatlons. 

§ 5.4 Optica! situation in the boundary layer. 

The laser schl leren technique can be appl led to the lonized B.L. 

within the I imitations I isted in § 5.3d, Theretore we carried out some 

order of magnitude calculatlons of N1 and lts derivatives for conditlans 

met in our experiments. These values are obtained trom the eq.E - eq.M 

model similarity, which were in suftleient agreement with our prei iminary 

experimental results (Hutten et al , 1975) obtalned in the outer part of 

the B.L .. The maximum absolute values of the tirstand second derivatives 

of the refractive Index, calculated up to 225 ~sec after shock wave 

reflection tor various values of x and M in the ranges of interest are 
m 

I i sted below. 

TahZe 5.1 

·~ 7.5 
I 

8.5 9.5 

Àl À2 ÀI À2 Àl À2 

0.8 12 25 21 54 34 93 

1.0 9 23 17 44 25 70 

1.2 8 17 13 34 16 46 

1.4 6 14 9 23 10 28 

1. 6' 4 11 6 15 6 16 
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Tabte 5.2 IN"I and IN"I in m-2 • 
l max 2 max 

~ 
7 5 8 5 : 9.5 

I Àl À2 Àl À2 

.8 25 50 53 142 80 229 

1.0 18 44 34 89 53 150 

1.2 13 29 24 62 38 106 

1.4 9 22 17 47 26 74 

1.6 7 17 13 35 16 47 

We can now consider the conditions of section 5,3d. 

ad 1. In order that criterium 1 will oe satisfied the influences 

on the propagation of a laserbeam passing an arbitrary inhamogeneaus 

oe ( i ) (x -x ) i 
medium represented by N Z N(x ) ~ should be analyzed. m 1. 

We confine ourselves to the condition that the third power in this series 

expansion should not exceed the order of magnitude of the second power 

for a 11 times: 

( 4. 1) 

In this conneetion (x- xm) can be interpreted as being about 

MAX (w( , u(zl)), which in our case wil I always be w( ). In table 5.3 

the minimum values of N"/N"' occurring within 225 ]lSec after shockwave 

reflection are shown. Excluding x
111 

= .8 mm condition (4.1) is always 

satisfied for the values of w used which are such that w(zl) < 2.10-4 m. 

Tabte 5.3 104 iN"/N'" and 1o4 iN"/N"'I . in m. 
1 1 min 2 2 m&n 

~ 
7.5 8.5 9.5 

Àl À2 Àl À2 Àl À2 

m 

.8 4.0 0.3 4,6 0.7 2.7 2.8 

1.0 4.9 1.9 2.8 2.9 2.1 2.1 

1.2 3.4 3.6 2.3 2.3 1.8 1.9 

1.4 2.9 2.9 2.1 2.1 1.7 1.7 

1.6 2.6 2.6 1.9 1.9 1.6 1.6 93 



ad 2. From table 5.2 and eqs.(3,12b and 3.20) or extrapolation of 

Figs.5.7 a,b these conditions can be fully investigated atter that 

zl' zw and w have been chosen. 

ad 3. From eq.(3.4) it is seen that tor smal I enough wavelength 

only the heavy partiele contri bution is of importance. A sim i lar statement 

is true tor the electrans in the long wavelength region. From Appendix B, 

eq.(8.12), it follows that when n' /n' -+ 0, n' is determined trom a small 
e a e 

ditterenee of two large quantities, obtained trom the experiment. The 

same reasoning appl ies tor n' in the I imit n' /n' -+ oo, Thus a certain a e a 
minimum relative contribution of -a 3 n' in eq.(B.12b) and of +a 2 n' in 

e a 
eq.(8.12a) is required. lf, rather arbitrarily, 25% is chosen, the 

appl icabi I ity of this methad is restricted in the following way: 

4.10- 3 -6ln' /n' I~ 2.410-1 or 1.2~ IN~/N~I-6 2.9 
e a 

These conditions are satisfied in the domain .8 mm <x < 1.6 mm m 
7,0.:5 M ~ 9.5 

(4.2) 

In conclusion, trom the eq.E-eq.M model calculations it is found 

that tor the conditions of interest, p1 = 5 Torr; 7 < M < 9.5, al I 

criteria mentioned in § 5,3d are satisfied tor distances to the end 
. (min) 

wal I above a certa1n lower bound, xm (M). On the other hand, the 
(max) . test time sets an upper bound tothese distances xm -6 1.6 mm, s1nce 

sufficiently large gradients are required. Given the present shock tube 

and optica I faci I ities, the domain, DD, in (M, xl-space where B.L. 

experiments with the laser schl ierenmethad can be performed, is 

schematical ly indicated in tigure 5.8, 

8 

94 

Fig. 5.8 GZobaZ indication of 
shock tube conditions for which 
the present laser achZieren 
method is appZicabZe. 
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Note that 

- tor al I va lues of x(min) wal I diffraction phenomena do not occur 
m 

- the eq.E-eq.M model is merely a schematization and noteven necessarily 

the best one V I l. 

5.5 ~xperimental Set Up. 

§ 5. 5a 

The experiments are conducted in a shock tube with a low pressure 

section of extruded aluminum pipe, In tigure 5.9 the shock tube is 

depicted and lts dimensions are given, A specificatien of the apparatus 

used can be found in ix D. The vertical wal Is are plane and 

para i lel. The high pressure section is made of stainless steel cyl indric 

tube. The cross section contraction at the transition trom high to low 

pressure section, increases the maximum shock attainable 

CAipher and White, 1958). The shock tube is pressure driven, i.e., the 

pressure of the hydragen driver gas is ra i sed u nt i I i t ru ptu res the 

(pre-scribedl diaphragm of half hard aluminum which is fixed to the high 

pressure section. 

Oue to the abrupt pressure drop on the diaphragm side, the high pressure 

section wil I move. In order to prevent considerable displacement of the 

test-section, the complete low pressure section has been mechanica! ly 

deccupled trom the driver section. Two viton "O"-rings, with a separately 

evacuated vo i d in between, ensu re the vacuum sea I ing. The di spIacement of 

the end wal I was found to be less than 1.1o-6 m during the test time and 

can therefore be completely ignored. The windows are mounted opposite to 

each other intheflat side wal Is, with the end wal I ially in the 

field of view. 
Before fi I I ing the low pressure section with argon, it was evacuated 

to less than 2.10-6 Torr by means of a water cooled oil ditfusion pump 

with a I iquid n cooled trap. After closing the conneetion 

between pump and tube, the rate of the ensuing pressure rise, due to leak 

and outgassing was found to be less than lo-s Torr/minute. This is 

primari ly due to outgassing of the wal Is of the aluminum-bronze pump

section. This means that in a maximum time interval of two minutes between 

filling and firing, a partlal pressure of impurities of about 2.10-s Torr 
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is reached. At the initia! pressure of 5 Torr this causes an impurity 

level of less than lO.p.p.m •. 

piezo electric 

Fig. 5.9 The shock tube (aZZ distanees in mm), 

The initia! pressure, can be quickly and accurately achieved by 

deflation of a preset and cal ibrated reference vessel into the low 

pressure section. 

The speed of the incident shock wave is measured by means of two 

callbrated piezo-electric pressure transducers. In order to 

temperature influences, the sensitive surfaces have been coated with a 

thin layer of si I icon lute. One detector has been mounted flush in the 

side wal I, with lts center at a distance of 130 mm from the end wal I; 

the other one in the end wal I itself. Both piek ups have a dual purpose. 

The one in the side wal I starts not only an bie time delay unit 

whlch on lts turn triggers the whole measuring equipment, but also an 

electron ie time counter. The end wal I detector stops this time Interval 

meter and detects p5 {t). The accuracy of the tt;ach number determination 

is estimated to be better than 2% trom comparison wîth results obtained 

wîth a different technique, in which two laserbeams insteadof pressure 

transducers were used. 

§ 5.5b Optica! arrangement and electronic circuit, 

The optica! arrangement consistsof two similar systems, one tor 

the red and one for the near infra red hel îum-neon laser. The diverging 
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beams from the lasers are focussed with a lens on the shock tube axis, By 

moving a mirror the beams are adjusted at the required distance from the 

end wal I so that both beams traverse the shock tube in a single plane. 

The deflected outcoming beam passes an interterenee filter. The transmission 

of the latter appeared to be independent of the position on the fi I ter, 

but a strong dependenee on the angle of incidence was found for angles 

deviating more than 5.1o- 3 rad. from normal incidence. Since the 

deflection angle of the beam is restricted to values less than 2.10-3 rad, 

no influence of this phenomenon wi I I be noticed during the experiment. 

The fi ltered beam fa lis on the spl itting prism. Stops are needed 

in conjunction with the spl itting prisms in order to suppress the 

influence of plasma radiation to the schl i eren signa I. They a lso serve 

to remave disturbing interterenee patterns. 

The two partsof the beam that leave the prism are focussed on I ight 

sensitive diodes. The ditterenee of the two signals so obtained is 

measured with a transient recorder and then processed on a computer. 

§ 5.5c Cal ibration. 

The el imination of N' trom eq,(3.15b) and eq.(3,12b) with N" « 6/zl2 

gives 

R lsrr w 

~ 
u ( 5,1) 

This relation R = R(u) can also be determined experimentally by shifting 

the spl itting prism in the x-direction and simultaneously measuring R. 

Obviously, fluctuations in the laser output power cause an inherent 

inaccuracy which appears to be about 2%. The relative ditterenee between 

the va lues of the factor 18rr w/<z0 :u as determined trom this cal ibration 

experiment and trom the measurement of w and z0, was found to be within 

the range 2-10%. A large part of this discrepancy can be assigned to the 

large inaccuracy in the determination of w. 
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V I RESUL TS 

§ 6.1 Numerical solutions of theoretica! models. 

In the figures 6.1-4 the numerical B.L.-solutions are depicted as 

functions of the distance to the end wal I. The prof i les areshownat tour 

successive instantsof time after shock wave reflection: 4, 16, 64 and 

196 ~s. The B.L. development into the outer region is calculated for the 

situation P1 ~ 5 Torr; M = 9.5. This Mach number is the largest one 

attainable in our shock tube at p1 = 5 Torr. Therefore it is expected 

that the ionization effects are most pronounced in this case. 

The calculations were carried out for the general and the four most 

restr i cted re I a x at i on mode Is. I t shou I d be ment i oned beforeha nd that 

the fr.E-eq.M model-equations are solved for a constant B.C. at the wal I: 

~ 0.7 insteadof the sheath B.C •• This change of B.C. was 

itated by instabil !ties of the numerical salution appearing when 

both the sheath B.C. and the Saha-ralation were imposed. 

As is seen trom Fig.6.1, the TH-prof i les are not very. sensitive to 

the choice of model. The eq.E-profi lestend to thicker B.L.'s since in 

eq.E models CT
9 

= the total thermal conductivity is increased by the 

electron contribution. In the fr.M case (absence of reactions) the B.L. 

is considerably thicker than in the eq.M situation. This is due to the 

tact that in a reacting ionized medium energy leaving the system can be 

suppl led by changes of composition rather than of temperature (see also 

Fig.6.2). Therefore in the eq,M case the temperature at some distance 

from the isothermal wal! is reduced less than in the fr.M case. The 

n
8
-proflles are not shown since at the relatively low a

00
-values considered, 

1/n
8 

approximately equals TH. 

In Fig.6.2 the degree of ionization tor the five cases considered is 

shown. Here a somewhat different picture appears. A division into two 

classes can be made: those with smal I B.L.-thickness (fr.M) and those 

with larger thickness (eq~M and general model). In the initia I stage and 

close to the wal I the general model shows a frozen character. The eq.E-eq.M 

profiles show smal I values and gradients of a in the vicinity of the wal I, 

caused by the low values of Te in the Saha relation. 

In tigure 6.3 the results for may be seen. The eq.E profiles have 

al ready been discussed (Fig.6. 1). The two tr.E cases differ trom each other. 
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Table 6.1 Values at the waZZ of the parameters shown in Figs.6.1- 6.4. ' 

re.E-re.M eq.E-eq.M eq.E-fr.M fr.E-eq.M\ fr.E-fr.M 

parameter time 

in SI-units in ps 

I 
Ct 

I 4 5,9 10-6 "O" 1.3 1 o-4 1.6 10-3 1.6 10-5 

16 1.7 10-6 0 4.1 10-5 1.6 10-3 8.3 lo-s 

64 4.8 10-7 0 1.9 10-5 1.6 10-3 4.3 1 o-6 

196 1.7 10-7 0 1.1 10-5 ,1.6 10-3 2.5 1 o-6 

i I 

T 4 9.7 1 o3 3.5 1 i3.5 102 8.4 103 8.8 103 
e 

16 9.3 1 o3 3,5 102 3.5 1 o2 8.4 103 8.2 103 

64 8.9 103 3.5 1 c)2 3.5 1 o2 8.4 1 o3 7.9 1 o3 

196 8.5 1 o3 3.5 1 o2 3.5 102 8.4 1 o3 i 7.5 1 o3 

n 4 4,7 1020 "O" 9.9 1021 2.6 1 o22 1.3 1021 
e 

16 1.3 1 o2o 0 3.2 1 o21 2.6 1022 6.5 1020 

64 3.8 1019 0 1.5 1021 2.6 1022 3.3 1020 

196 1.3 1019 0 !8.5 1020 2.6 1Q22 1.9 1 o2o 

1o-6lqtotl 4 6,7 5.6 5.9 12.6 4.2 

16 3,6 2.8 2.9 6.3 2.1 

64 1.9 1 ,4 IJ ,4 3. 1 1.0 

196 1.1 0.8 10.8 1.8 0.6 

i 
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Numerical difficulties prohibited the appl ication of the -sheath B.C. in 

the fr.E-eq.M case. The choice of a constant value of T 
e .7 was 

suggested by the calculated values of 

moeels with sheath B.C .. (In table 6.1 

Te(Q) which tol lowed from other 

the wal I va lues of al I parameters are 

I i sted .) The genera I sa I ut i on shows that approaches zero c I ose to the 

wal I. Th is points tothefrozen character of the relaxation processes in 

this reg ion. Farther away trom the wal I a transition to more equi I ibrium-

1 ike behaviour is noticeable. The fr.E-tr.M B.L. is markedly thicker than 

the other B.L. 's si nee the tendency to spatlal uniformity due to the large 

electron heat conductivity is not opposed by relaxation phenomena. 

The electron number density prof i les are given in Fig.6.4. Although 

ne is completely determined by ~. Te and TH these prof i les present some 

interesting features, in particular with respect to the experiment. In 

contrast to the other models the fr.M cases show an electron density 

which decreases for increasing di stance to the wal I in the outer part of 

the B.l .. This is due tothetrazen character: a tends to be constant and 

theretore decreases with decreasing (increasing TH). Close to the 

wal I a thin diffusion-dominated layer is observed in which decreases 

steeply to the relatively low values prescribed by the B.C. The maxima 

are therefore the result of two effects: trazen composition and electron 

depletion at the wal I. The general salution has an equi I ibrium character 

in the high temperature of the B.L. and a frozen character at lower 

temperatures. Therefore the general salution has two intieetion points. 

lt may be concluded trom the general model that the plasma parameters ne 

and tend to 

equilibrium solutions in the outer part of the B.L. 

- trazen solutións in the inner part. 

Close to the wal I a thin ditfusion dominated layer can be noted in which 

decreases sharply to relatively low values prescribed by the sheath B.C. 

§ 6.2 Experimental results and camparisen with theory. 

a. Cal ibration. 

First an experiment to check the experimental methad and set-up was 

performed. To this end a shock tube run at M = 3,3 and p1 = 5,0 Torr 
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was used. The B.L. salution for this situation without ionization is known 

with fairly precision (Vrugt, 1976). Figure 6,5 indicates the good 

agreement between theory and experiment at this low Mach number. 

0.51- 1 
error 

0 
bound 

0 0 
0 

0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

-0.5 0 0 0 

0 

0 0 

I I r 
I I I I I 

-- theory 

-
0 measurement 

-2- -

r 
-3 -

Fig. 6.5 Non-ionized boundary Zayer gradients of na and 

b. Experimental determination of the gradients of ne and 

The figures 6.6 and 6.7 showsome experimental laser-schl ieren results 

taken at two different distances trom the end wal 1: 1.2 and 1.4 mm. For 

reasans discussed later on in this section the experimental accuracy was 

insuftleient to rely on the n '(tl-data, The n '-prof i les show negative 
a e 

va lues ( if the sign of the temperafure gradients is taken to be posltive) 

shortly after shock wave reflection. This is due to ionization relaxation 
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phenomenon in region 5. The time scale in which negative n 1 values occur 
e 

agrees with the characteristic relaxation times, T
5
, derived trom pressure 

measurements (see Fig.2.4). In this conneetion it may be noted, that 

schl ieren measurements performed outside the B.L. provide a very direct 

means tor the determination of ionization relaxation times. An example 

of such a signa! is given in Fig.6.8. 

20,-------~-------.-------.------~-------, 

M • 8.3 
" ~ Xm 2.05 1oJm 

)( 

"' ) P, • Storr 
':' r1 • 296K 

!El 
'!2 

r 

100 150 200 250 
-ét(sl 

Fig. 6.8 Result of sahliePen measuPement perfoPmed in the outeP papt of 
the boundary layer. 

After these relaxation phenomena n 1 is found to be positive. This leads 
e 

to the conclusion that in this outer part of the B.L. an eq.M-1 ike 

behaviour prevai Is. 

c. Experimental accuracy. 

The determination of the experimental accuracy cannot be very precise at 

the present state of our investigations. We estimate the relative 

inaccuracy E, including both systematic and random errors, to be about 

10% for the signa I R (thus also for N1 ). This estimate is basedon 

- the reproducibil ity found by the camparisen of several series of 

experiments, 

- the measured contri bution to the schl ieren signa! of plasma I ight 

emission. The strong radlation emitted by the plasma was intercepted 
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as wel I as posslble by dlaphragmation. Especial ly In the I.R. schl leren 

signa I a I lght contri bution of more or less 5% was present. The lntenslty 

of this I ight, however, strongly depended on the geometrical positlon of 

the dlaphragms. 

- the accordance between theory and experiment for the non-lonized B.L. 

The lmpl ication of the 10% estimate for the inaccuracles of ne 1 (tl and 
1 <tl can be easily found from eqs.(B.lZ-13) to be 

ë.n I = E: [ 47. 17 In 1 I + 1.86 I na I I] ( 2. 1 al a e 

lln 1 E: [ 1.82 In I I + .05 I I] ( 2. 1 b) 
e e 

Fr om these equations it may be seen that for relatlvely large va lues of 
1 /n 1 , as In our experiments, the datarmination of n 1 bacomes a a 

meaningless. In that case the accuracy of n 1 is seen to be about ZO%. 
e 

Better rasults might be achieved In the future, when 

(IJ the I ight contri bution to the signa Is is diminished. In this respect 

modulation of tha laserbeam intensity is a possible method, 

(i iJ The wavelengths of the two Iaserbaarns are to the situation 

considered. A tunable laser might therefore be useful. In our case 

the change trom red to violet leads to more favourable numerical 

constants in eqs.(B.12-13). 

d. Theoretica! determined gradients of 

In Figs.6.9a-b theoretica! curves of n 1 and 
e 

and n , 
a 

1
, derlved from the 

fr.E-fr.M and eq.E-eq.M mödels are given for several Mach numbers at the 

two values of x considered in sectien 6.2.2. This choica of modals Is 
m 

based on the fol lowlng considerations 

i) a complete calculation wlth the general model is prohibited by the 

excessive computer time required. 

i iJ the calculations which have been performed so far show that the 

general model generatas values between these of the models chosen. 

The gradients start from zero values as lnitlal ly the point of observation 

is outside the B.L •• As time xm penetratas the B.L. increasingly, 

so that the gradients become largeruntil they reach maximum values. As 

the ratio of xm to B.L. thickness tends to zero, the gradients vanish 

again. Evidently the value of n 1 increase with increasing Mach number 
e 

and decreasing xm. 
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e. Comparison with theory. 

In Ftg.6.10 flve theoretical curves together with the expertmental result 

for M 7.9; P1 = 5 Torrand xm ~ 1,2 mm are plotted, We see that the 

experimental results, apart from the initia! stage, are sltuated between 

the eq.M and the fr.M curves. The best agreement Is found with the 

fr.E-eq.M model although the expertmental values are systematically lower. 

Th is holds for al I the experiments that have been done so far. 

40,-------.--------r-------.--------, 

• 

·10 

• • 

• • 
• 

........... 
• • • experiment 

Xm·l.2 1&m 
p1 = 5torr 

M = 7.9 

-106·t(S) 

Fig. 6.10 Comparison of experimental with theoretiaal results. 

In this respect it is interesting to compare Kuiper's (1968) 

expertmental results, i.e. interterometrical ly determined ne-prof lies 

in the B.L. at t = 100 ~s., with our models. See Fig.6.11. 
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Fig. 6.11 CompaPieon of KuipeP'e (1968) experimental with oUP theoPetiaal 
PeeuZts. 

The theoretica! curve of Kuiper is essentlal ly the same as our eq.E-eq.M 

curve. Our fr. .M curve, however, agrees better with both the 

experimental data and, in the outer part of the B.L., the general 

solution. Most striking are the large values of ne close to the wal I 

detected by Kuiper. These seem to be consistent with the smal I values 

of n ' that we measured in the outer part of the B.L. e 
lt should be mentioned that in Kuiper's experiment with M = 11.1, 

radlation cool ing is not neg! igible. Nevertheless, the fact that both 

his and our theoretica! models use time independent B.C.'s at the outer 

edge of the B.L., does not seem to have serious consequences for the 

interpretations of his results. 

§ 6.3 Conclusions. 

an <tl 
1. Apart trom the initia! stage after shockwave reflection the axe 

profiles calculated with the general model and determined from the laser

schl leren data in the outer part of the boundary layer agree within the 

error bounds of the experimental values, The latter are, however, 

ically smaller than the values following from the general model, 

In the outer part the composition relaxation is certainly not frozen. 
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The fr.E-eq.M model, with the artificial wal I boundary condition is a lso 

in reasanabie agreement with the experimental results. 

2. The discrepancy in the initia! stage, during a time interval of the 

order of the ionization relaxation time, ' , is due tothefact that the 
time independent boundary conditions of th~ models (at the outer region 

edge) do not include the non-equi I ibrium phenomena outs i de the boundary 

layer. 

3. In the outer part of the boundary layer the experimental results of 

Kuiper (1968) are in good agreement with the ne(x)-profile fol lowing 

from the general model. lt should be mentloned, however, that in this 

region ne ltself provides a less sensitive check for comparison with 

theory than n 1 • e 

4. The artificial boundary condition used for the fr. .M model leads 

to va lues of ne near the wal I which seem to be in much better agreement 

with the experimental results of Kulper than the values obtained trom 

the general model. Thls observation casts some doubt on the val idlty of 

the boundary condltions fora and T at the wal I which were derived trom 
e 

an Incomplete description of the electric sheath and the assumption of 

zero electrlc current at the metal I Ie wal I. 

Future ex per iments, focuss i ng on the phenomena near the wa 11, may 

contribute toa better understandlng of the electric sheath. The optica! 

reflectlon technlque (van Dongen, 1975), which is especial ly designed 

todetermine the state of the gas close to the wal I, has interesting 

prospects in this regard. 

5. In the outer part of the boundary layer the eq.E-eq,M model equatlons 

should be an excel I ent approxlmation for the general set of equations as 

can be concluded from Fig.4.2. The devlatlon from the general salution 

In this region is therefore due to the complete inadequacy of the 

eq.E-eq.M model close to the walt. Therefore, if the eq.E-eq.M model is 

used to describe the entire boundary layer, incorrect "boundary conditions" 

are obtained for the calculation of the plasma parameters in the outer 

part of the boundary layer (where the differential equations of the model 

themselves are good approximationsj. 
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6. The two-wavelength version of the schl leren method is a sufficiently 

sensitive tooi to check theoretica! models for the outer part of the 

ionized boundary layer. 

In the future, possibil ities of reducing the !nfluence of plasma radlation 

in the schl leren signa Is should receive special attentlon, since higher 

experimental accuracy is desirable. 

An obvious restrietion of the method is its inabll ity to cope with 

relatively large higher order derivatives of the refractlve index. For 

this (and other) reason(s) the method can hardly be appl ied in the inner 

part of the boundary layer. 
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Appendix A: Rankine Hugoniot relations tor an ionizing retlected ~hoek wave. 

Al. Radlation pressure and deviations trom the !deal gas-mixture behaviour 

due to short range and long range interactlens do not play a 

significant role in the parameter domain of interest. (Zei 1 dovich and 

Raizer, 1966; Aythe, 1965). Thus, 

k 
p = En k8T = p _ê (T + aT ) 

5 s s ma H e 
(A. 1 l 

The same reasonlng enthalpy of the mixture: 

h = ~ (T 
2 m H + 

appl les to the speelf ie 

kB 
aT ) + -a T. (A.2l e m 1on a a 

in which it is also assumed that the speeltic energy contentot the 

bound excited electrans is neg I igible with respect to the speelf ie 

ionization energy. 

A2. In a plasma in thermadynamie equilibrium, the partiele densities of 

the constituents are uniquely determined by the thermadynamie state 

variables. Witte (1964) derived from equll ibrium statistica! mechanica! 

concepts the fol lowing, so cal led Saha relation (excluding multiple 

ionization): 

(Tl 

(A.3) 

We approximate the parfition functions, Zs' for the components of a 

partlal ly ionized argon mixture as (see the tables of Moore, 1949): 

<Ar+) (Ar+) 
Z

1
• = 4 + 2 exp (-Td /Tl + 2 exp (-T /Tl + ••• eg exc 

z + 12 exp (-T /T) + ... exc <A.4l a 

z 2 e 

(Ar+) 
where Td eg 

= 2060 K; Texc = 135000 K· T (Ar•) = 156200 K 
' exc 

z,=6and 

(T « 2060 

1 is a good approximation if T is neither too low 

K, z1 z 4, but then ne wi I I be neg I lgibly smal I) nor too 
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The lntegral conservation laws appl ied to the shock reference frame 

g ive: 

(A.7) 

Ps + P s s (A.8) 

(A.9l 

This system is completed by eqs,(A. 1,2,6) tor this one-temperature 

case. El imfnation of u2 leadstoa set of non-I inear algebra ie 

equations: 

1- [ 0 

(A. 1 0) 

with a 5 as <p 5 , T5 l 

a v2
2/<RT2 l 

b 0.4 T. /T2 IOn 

where al I region 5 quantities except a 5 have been made dimensionless 

by means of the corresponding region 2 quantities. Thus only v2 , 

and Tion' have retalned their physical dimenslons, Thls set is solved 

iteratively. 
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Appendix B: Refractive index of partlal ly ionized argon. 

Theelastic interaction of radlation with matter, i.e., the influence 

of radlation on the motion of charged particles and the modification of the 

propagation of plane transverse waves due to the existence of the plasma, 

is governed by the fol lowing wave equation: 

a2 E aJc 
äZL - ~o at - ~o atZ = 0 ( B. 1 l 

where D is I inearly related tof through a dielectric operator. The tree 

charge carriers (ions and electronsl are represented by the conduction 
c current, ~ , 

(V. -V ) 
-1 -e 

(8.2) 

whereas the bound electrans (in ions and atoms) are taken into account 

in the displacement current aQ 
at 

lnserting the fundamental solutions, 

f = 1 exp i (kz - wtl; ~ = l exp I (kz - wtl (8.3) 

lt fol lows from eqs.C8.1,2l and 5 e Ê that 

k2 - e w2 
(8.4) 

Another equation expressing lc in termsofKis obtained trom the electron 

and ion momenturn equations (I I I 2.4b), Neglecting macroscopie 

nonuniformities, multiplying the electron equation with (-e/mel' the ion 

equation with (e/ma) and adding, we obtain 

(8. 5) 
"eH 

where a= ne e2 /Cm
8 

"eH) is the d.c. electrical conductlvity and the 

assumption of quasi charge neutral ity has been made. Note that the ion 

contri bution to the E term is e times smal Ier than the electron contri bution 
m 

and has thus been omitted. lnsertion of eq.(B.3) into eq.(8.5) gives: 

a E 
1-iw/veH 

(6.6) 

The homogeneaus eqs.(B.4) and (8.6) have a nontrivial salution if the 

tol lowing dispersion relation (simp! ified on basis of the assumption 
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v eH « til) is sat i st i ed: 

1 = 
I 

where 21T v 
p 

(cr v8H/~0 l 2 is the plasma frequency. 

Now 

~-~ 

__ o = 41T ( 
~ 

where P is the molecular polarizabil ity, 

From Peck and Fisher (1964) we find for argon: 

p = A + 
a 

; with 21rA = 10.326 10-30 m3 

81r 3 c 2B 5.417 10-44 ms 
0 

(8.7) 

( 8.8) 

(8.9) 

The value tor P. is difficult to obtain directly. However, there exists 
I 

some information about the ratio P./P 
1 a 

Alpher and White (1959) 

8ristow (1971) 

We have chosen the mean value: .66 (8.10) 

A turther important conclusion can be drawn trom the workof Bristow. The 

uniformity of hls measured electron densities and polarizabil !ties with 

respect to change in wavelength suggests that the effect of the excited 

state retractlvities is not important tor temperatures up to 13,500 K. 
(See also 8elozerov, 1968). Thus, though the poiarizabi lity increases 

rapidly with increaslng population of excited levels, expression (8.10) 

can be appl led with confidence in our temperature- and composition 

N.E.-situation. 

lnserting eqs.(V-2.2) and (8.8) into eq,(8,7) and assuming (21T v )2 << w2 
p 

and k2 ~ Re{k2} we obtain: 

N-1 (8. 11) 

Substitution of the wavelengths Àl and À2 into this dispersion relation 

leads to the fol lowing relations necessary for the appl ication of the 

sc h I i eren methad: 
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N' 1 - a1n' + azn'a ( B. 12a) 
e 

N'2 a 3n' + a 4n' <B.12bl 
e a 

or, af ter invers ion: 

n' a sN' l - a6N'2 e 
(B. 13) 

n' a7N'l - asN'2 a 

with: 

al 17.269 10-29 m3 as 2.372 1027 m-3 

az 1.046 10-29 m3 a6 2.394 1027 m-3 

a3 58.867 1 o-29 m3 a7 1.348 1029 m-3 

a4 1.036 m3 as • 3953 1Q29 m-3 
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Appendix C: Average Cross-sections. 

Notwithstanding that elementary particles have no precise dimensions 

due to the Heisenberg uncertainty relation and that not al I microscopie 

interaction processes are strictly binary the concept of effective 

hardsphere cross-sections is employed. They can be thought of as effective 

geometrie blocking areas although in real ity they are quantitative 

measures for the average result of microscopie interaction processes. 

In the evaluation of col I ision frequencies (upon which both our 

transport-and souree term descriptions are based), it appears trom the 

first order Chapman-Enskog theory, that the effective hardsphere cross

sections to be used, are equivalent to energy weighted cross-sections for 

momenturn transfer, averaged by means of local Maxwel I ian distributions: 

00 

Qst{Tl = Qst{gl = 
1 f dx x2 e-x ï (C. 1 a) 

0 
1 

l1iX where g 2 VT 
st 

11 

and Qst(g) 
l f <x,g> ( 1 cos x> sin xdx 2 

(C. 1 bl 
0 

The differentlal cross-sectien ost<x,g), can be determined theoretica! ly 

if the interaction potentlal is known. Otherwise one has to rely directly 

on experimental data. 

lnelastic cross-sectlons for the mult1ple processes. 

About the only statement that can be made in general about Q{inl is 
st 

that as tunetion of g it has a single maximum. 

lnelastic events (and also theelastic electron-argon interactionl should 

in principle bedescribed with quanturn mechanics. However, since in our 

case Ta, « Texc' only a smal! number of col lision partners wil I 

possess a sufficient large energy in the center of mass reference frame 

to exceed the threshold, k8Texc· The majority of those capable wi I I have 

energies only si lghtly above this value. Therefore In good approximation 

the fol lowing expresslons can be used: 
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wlth: 

Q(in)( ) 
st g 

s 7.5 a a 

s 4.4 ea 

0 

1 o- 5 

10-3 

Elastic Cross-sections. 

=electron-ion: 

(C.2} 

m2rl ( Ke I I y, 1 966) 

m2rl <Petschek and Byron, 1957) 
(C.3) 

The expressJon for the differentlal cross-section can be derived 

analytica! ly. Introduetion of Debye screening in eq,(C.1b) in order to 

suppress long distance smal I angle scattering, leads to 

. ln(A)/T 2 
1 e 

with 

with the severe restrietion ln(Al >> 1, (Mitchner and Kruger, 1973). 

= electron-atom: 

The interaction of electrens wlth argon atoms shows a compl icated 

diffraction phenomenon of quanturn mechanica! nature. This so cal led 

Ramsauer-Townsend effect glves rise to an lrregular dependenee of 

Q(el) on g: there appears a minimum at = 6.2 1 J. Since ea 

(C ,4} 

no theoretica! relatlon but many experimental data are available, the 

best fit curve, as given by Jaffrln (1965), is used: 

Q(el >n ) = (.39- .551 lo-4 
ea e 

+ • 595 10-8 

0cell(T) 
ea e 

(.35 + .775 10-4 T ).10-20 m2;104 K < T < 5 105 K 
e e 

ion-atom: 

(C.5l 

The total cross-sectien represents the sum of gas kinatic repulsion and 

symmetrie resonant charge transfer, The farmer contributton amounts to 

30.10-20 m2 and is quite insensitive to relativa speed. The latter is 

approximately 100.10-20 m2 at 15,.000K (Dalgarno, 1958), The inaccuracies 
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in this complex field, especial ly in the low temperature region we deal 

with, are apparent if these values are with that given by 

Wannier (1954), Qia = 93 10-20 m2• In accordance with Knöös (1968) we 

take 

Q~el) (T ) " 130.10-20 m2 
1a H 

<C.6l 

atom-atom: 

Using the data of Amdur and Mason (1958) the cross-section is found to be 

( Knöös, 1968 l: 

0tel) (Tl = 
a a 

For comparison, Landolt and Börnstein (1950) give 42 10-20 m2. This 

value colneldes with eq. (C.7l at TH" 300 K, 

Summarizing we I i st the order of magnitudes of the cross-sections in 

units of 10-20 m2 in the energy region of interest: 

o< in) 
a a 0( 1 o<el) 

a a oe 1 o1 J 

o< in) 0(1 o<el) 0{10°) ea ea 

0
tel) 
ia 0( 102 ) 

o<?l J 
el 

0( 103) 

(C.7) 

(C.8) 

From (C.8) it tol lows that electron-atom lonlzations are more frequent than 

atom-atom ones, lf a sufficiently large number of electrons is available, 

since the ratio of the reaction rates is given by 

n 0 (m 
e ea a 

Furthermore the adiabatic criterion (Massey and Burhop, 1969), stating 

that a smal I ratio of the speeds on the incoming partiele to that of the 

b d I t 't · t t 'th · · t I rat'1o (ell; (in) oun e ec ron 1 1n erac s w1 , g1ves r1se o a arge cr
5
t crst , 

is ref I ected by the i nequa I i ti es fo I I ow i ng f rom ( C, 8) : 

Q( in) « Q(el) o< in) « o<el) 
aa aa ' ea ea 

The tact that the ratio Q(in) /Q(el) is much larger than the ratio 
ea ea 

Q( in)/Q(el l is probably due to the Ramsauer effect. 
aa aa 
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Appendix D List of instruments 

Vacuum: water coo!ed oi! ditfusion pump: Edwards E02 

I iquid nitrogen coo!ed trap: Edwards NTM2A 

two trap rotary pump: Edwards ED50 

Pressure: 

thermo vacuummeter: Leybold Heraeus !M50 

testgas: Argon N50 of Aga I Air Liquide 

p
5

: Kistier 6038 acceleration compensated, with charge 

amp! ifier Kistier 5001 

Pref.: 8ell and Howell, 4-366 with a Peekei d.c. amplifier 

p1: \~all ace and Tiernan FA160, Series 300. 

Electronics: osci I !oscopes: Tektronics 555, 556 

Light: 

transient recorders: Blomation 6108: 6 bit, 128 words 

805 : 8 bit, 2024 words 

electronic counter: HP 534A 

time delay unit: designed at the Eindhoven Unlversity of 

Technology by Mr. van Voorthuisen. 

f i I ter 

HBW 

peak: À
0 

transmission 

detector 

risetime in 

eiectronic 

circuit 

laser 

Àl 

Spectra Phys i c s 

3.3 10-9m 

6.33 10-sm 

(Ào,Àl> 

HP 5082-4207 

<0,5)JS 

Spectra Physics 
120{ 5mW) 

À2 

Optica! Industries 

9.6 10-9m 

11 ,55 1 o-Gm 

47% (À 1 ); {Ào> 

E.G and E Yag 100 

< 2 )JS 

Spectra Phys i c s 
120 {3mWl 
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SAMENVATTING 

In de buurt van de koude achterwand van een schokbuis is een 

gedeelte! ijk geïoniseerd gas gecreëerd, door reflektie van een schokgolf 

met een Machgeta I in het i nterva I 7 tot 10 en een begindruk van 5 Torr, 

Warmteoverdrachtsprocessen tussen het plasma en de koude wand induceren 

verschi I lende relaxatieprocessen in de thermische grens laag. 

De relaxatieprocessen van 

i) de electronen-en zware deel - temperatuur en 

ii) de ionisatiegraad 

naar een locaal thermodynamische evenwichtssituatie worden beschouwd. 

Stral ingsprocessen zijn verwaarloosd. 

Er wordt een eendimensionale, macroscopische beschrijving gegeven 

voor deinstationaire thermische grenslaagontwikkel ing. Dit resulteert 

in een stelsel van drie niet-I ineaire differentiaalvergel ijkingen van 

het parabolische type in Lagrange-coördinaten, 

Indien al leen de transportprocessen een rol spelen, voldoen gel ijk

vormigheidsoplossingen aan deze vergel ijkingen. Dit maakt het aan

trekkei ijk een gel ijkvormigheidstransformatie toe te passen. 

Bij de gehanteerde macroscopische beschrijving kan de electrische 

schermlaag <Debye) als randvoorwaarde behandeld worden. 

In het model worden de transport- en relaxatieprocessen simultaan 

behandeld. Een classificering wordt toegepast op basis van de relaxatie

verschijnselen d.w.z.: op systematische wijze worden vereenvoudigde 

stelsels van vergel ijkingen verkregen uit de I imietsituaties waarin de 

re I axat i eprocessen kunnen verkeren: "ingevroren" of "evenwicht". 

Met de eindige differentiemethode'ziJn oplossingen voor de ver

schil lende model I en bepaald. Omdat de randvoorwaarden van het gemengde 

type zijn en de relaxatieprocessen aanzien! ijke verschi I I en in relaxatie

tijden te zien geven, bi ijkt hetnoodzakelijk te zijn om een zuiver 

impliciet discretisatieschema toe te passen, Daar de vergel ijkingen 

achtereenvolgens in plaats van simultaan worden opgelost, bi ijkt boven

dien een Newton-I inearisatie van de brontermen vereist, De voor grens

lagen typerende grote gradiënten worden "uitgevlakt" met een coördinaten

transformatie. De numerieke resultaten wijzen op een overgang van bijna 

"ingevroren" oplossingen dicht bij de wand, naar bijna "evenwicht" 

oplossingen in de buitenste delen van de grenslaag. 
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Als experimentele methode is de laser-schl ieren-methode, in zijn 

twee golflengten-versie, toegepast. De metingen leveren de gradiënten 

van zowel de electronen-als de atomendichtheid als functie van de tijd. 

De geschiktheid van deze meetmethode om inhomogene, gedeelte! ijk 

geïoniseerde gassen te bestuderen, wordt uitvoerig bediscussieerd. 

Er zijn slechts betrouwbare meetresultaten verkregen van de electronen

dichtheidsgradiënt in het buitenste deel van de grenslaag. Deze zijn in 

rede! ijke overeenstemming met de theoretische conclusies. 
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STELLINQEN BEHOREND BIJ HET PFIOEPSCHRI/:'T VAN 

LOUIS C./0. HUTTEN MANSFELD 

26-ll-29?6 

1. a. Bij de ·invoel'ing van de Eu.Z<iil'Wl'gdijkingen. van de hyd:mdynamica 

di"'nt t@ worden b<iin.adrukt dat deze vergelijkingen benadel'ingen 

zijn voor gr•ote waarden van de kengetaU,rm van Reynolds sn 

NoZet. 

b. !Je uitspraak, dat deze vergeUjkingen gddig :.ijn voor medD'J, 

waar•van de transportao~'j'J'iailfntem gdijl{ <W:n m<l MJ·n, kan aan

zc,irling gel)en tot m:al)e!"stand en d~:en t daarom te uor&m vcH>mr;tl;m., 

2. a. He·t ondrwzosk rtaat• de veilighd®aapek-ten van het op r>U.ime 

$ohad toepaeeen l)an ker>rwwrgie is var1 zo gror.tt algemeen bslang,dat 

objek-tiv·iteit hierMj gewaaroborgd behoo:tot te .,.,;J->1. 

b. Hcct is daarom onaccnvaarodbaaP> il4to do~t onder~oek wor•dt ove~ 

gelater1 o;an insteltirtgwl w-iev b@staansrecht of eoonomische 

bdangc:n fii$KOppe7-d zijn aar1 de produktie van kernenePgie. 

5. De bewering van Meadoro en Staton dat quasi-neutraUteit van een 

plasma divePgentievriJheid van het dektr-1:ech veld impliaeer>t, 

is onjuist. 

(P\1ys.Fluids, ~. p. 1694(1965)) 

4. De woorden ''tyeica" en "naU.<urkWld(;" wr>li)l.en b1:j niet-ingewi,iden 

in h'3!t geheet geen, roespeah~·INhjk een j'outieve aecoaia·tie, 

De naamgeving "fYsioa" Vi$1'di&nt derhdV<J d"' vooPki$ur, 

5. De door het aoademiech f!tatuut af'gedwongen traditi,:s om etdUngen 

toe te voegi$n ClCll1 <Jen pr•oefachl'i[t, /(an ws lUcht opnie!.M zinvoZ 

women, ind-ien ck ei8 to'3!gevoegd I.JOPdl; dat de steZlingen ondero

ting same;;hcmg&n. 

(3rt:.222-lid I van he.t Acade.misch 

s til tt.liJt) 



/)'. i'r~ t(:'tJ~'·m.s·te ~ '[{n(.f [()f.. een VOOl''Onde:r,;;te! r··1>19 dt.'.(;; (r.an een fi".!Of311 te 

1.d t«pn~"k ·r~<:r-r1 m·in·ic tep l-<1bber•e tr"J gl"<Jrldc z,,rJ Uat> elui ten 

l)r:t.·yroL.·tng L'CiJ! dr:: v;~:r~ka~=-Z.egm·zhe·t~d en verbet;er'·l:ng ·iHJ;rl "hr:·t .. ml.~-~:(;;1~ 

c (..krl/.(.fl n·J:c;; IJ )'/.ood~ake &iJk.eH~dJ::~e u-~:t. 
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